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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between population density in the place of residence and morbidity type occurrence.

Because many factors may be involved in di-

sease etiology several characteristics of the respondents which
could modiry the hypothesized effects of population density are controlled for and taken into account in this analysis.

Those charac-

teristics are social class, age, and primary group social support.
Population density as a possible etiological factor in disease
is of significance for several reasons.

The rising population of

the world and the increasing trend towards urbanization are placing
increasing numbers of people in circumstances of high population density.

In the past hundred years, the advances in medical science

have eliminated or brought under control many contagious diseases.
In the western world, the principal unconquered morbidities are those
that involve conditions brought about by causes other than infectious
organisms.

Some of the more deadly maladies and major health problems,

such as heart disease, have been linked to stress development (Aakster,
1974; Dodge, 1970; French and Caplan, 1974; Holmes and Rahe, 1967).
The identification and specification of environmental conditions that
can induce such stress are of vital importance in the epidemiolOCJY of
both stress-related and infectious morbidities.

2

Population density is an environmental circumstance that is
impinging on the lives of increasing numbers of persons and, barring
unforeseen circumstances that drastically reduce world population or
current urbanization trends, will continue to be an increasingly
present environmental phenomena.

Thus the need exists for studies

such as this that attempt to isolate the effect of population density
on morbidity occurrences.
)

From such "investigations can come the

knowledge pool upon which both health professionals and public policy
makers can draw in the formulation of plans of action aimed at reducing morbidity occurrence and upgrading health standards.

In ad-

dition, such investigations serve to advance the understanding of
sociological phenomena.
In this study, a clear distinction has been made between density and crowding.

Density is a measure of the number of persons per

unit - mile, acre, block, or room.

Crowding, on the other hand, is

a human perception of the meaning of any degree of density (Lawrence,
1974).

The two terms are not used interchangeably,because each refers

to a particular dimension of human experience; density is an objective
fact, crowding is a subjective perception.

Perceptions can only be

inferred, even in the sterile atmosphere of the experimental laboratory, and thus we are reduced to the use of density as a variable by
inferring a conunonality of perception.

That this may not in all cases

be warranted is freely admitted, yet the alternative is to hypothesize
no conunonality of perception; which assertion may be even less defensible.

This concept is developed in greater detail in Chapter II.

CHAPTER II

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL DIMENSIONS
OF ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS

One of the principal problems that arises in attempting to relate an external, environmental condition to a physical, bodily symptom is to provide a linking mechanism by which the objective, external fact becomes transformed into the internal.

On the surface of the

problem, there seems to be little justification for asserting that sheer
population density acts as a noxious environmental stimulus, much less
to propose that such an environmental condition could be involved in
disease causation.

Therefore, a first step in this discussion is to

examine the evidence that population density can, under certain conditions, act as an extremely noxious stimulus.

Much of the available

data links population density with social pathology, and to provide a
bridge between a social environment and any physical pathology will
require an analysis of the physiological reactions to stressful circumstances in general.
Let us look first at the evidence for density as a cause of social pathology.

If the evidence seems to support this relationship,

then we are perhaps justified in regarding high population density as
a noxious stimulus, or as a stressful environmental element.

Since

all circumstances of high population density do not result in social
pathology, it is evident that some other factor must be differentially
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operative to account for the differences of response to the same levels
of density.

To arrive at a clearer understanding of the relationship

between density and crowding, we must examine this discriminating factor in some detail.

I. DENSITY, CROWDING, AND CULTURE

Cross-cultural studies provide an indication of the nature of
the differentiating factor producing different response patterns to
the same degree of density.
the meaning of density.

That factor is the cultural definition of

Culture provides the referents necessary for

an individual to assign meaning to any level of density.

In general,

it is culture that determines how the individual will perceive space,
that delineates which physical sensors will be used as reliable testimony for such perception, and which provides the symbol sets by
which the person relates himself to any space.

Thus differential re-

sponses to a constant degree of density are found to be a function of
how the circumstance is perceived by the organism, and that perception
is based on conditioning to culture - specific definitions.
Several studies illustrate the cultural relativity of density interpretation, and the importance of specifying the cultural milieu in
which the dense situation occurs.

Draper (1973) in his study of the

!Kung bushmen found extremely high primary group density with no evidence of either social pathology or biological stress.

The average den-

sity of occupied dwellings of !Kung camps was 188 square feet per person,
compared with 350 square feet per person set as the desirable limit by

5
the American Public Health Association.

1

Although nuclear families

dwelt in individual huts, the huts themselves were so close together
that items could be passed from one hut to another without a person
having to move from a sitting position.

The arrangement of huts is

such that, for all practical purposes, over thirty people are residing in one large room.

Children spend little time in peer group as-

sociations, but rather spend most of their time in informal groups
which include one or more adults.

They all seem to enjoy and to seek

closeness and physical overlapping.
Hall (1966) notes that the Dutch and the Germans perceive density by both visual and auditory mechanisms.

Hence their buildings

are characterized by thick walls to screen noise, and solid doors to
match the visual characteristics of the walls.
other hand, are largely visually oriented.

The Japanese, on the

Japanese houses are trad-

itionally composed of moveable inner walls constructed of paper, which
provide varied ways to adjust visual spatial arrangements, yet serve
no function in the screening of noise from other areas.
It can be seen from the foregoing, that any attempt to link
sheer population density with any human pathological characteristic
is pointless without specification of the cultural milieu in which it
occurs.

Density is important to the individual only if it is perceived

as constituting "crowding", or more importantly, "overcrowding".

1

American Public Health Association, Committee on Hygiene and
Housing, "Planning the Home for Occupancy", Public Administration
Service Pamphlet, Chicago, Ill., 1950.
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II. CROWDING AND SOCIAL PATHOLOGY

A number of relationships between crowding and behavioral anomalies have been found in intracnltural studies where definitional pdrameters are assumed to be relatively constant (Edney, 1974; Galle, Gave,
and McPherson, 1972).

Loo

(1972), in relating space to behavioral ac··

tivities of children found that males exhibited less aggression under
crowded conditions than under less crowded circumstances.
tation in dense circumstances tended to be withdrawal from

Male adapinterac-

tion with others, marked by a decline in group activity and an increase
in time spent in solitary play.

Surprisingly enough, females showed a

significant increase in aggressive behavior in dense circumstances.
Another striking result of this study was that females were considerably more consistent in all the other behavioral characteristics measured.
Hutt

and Varzec (1966) arrived at some of the same conclusions

relative to the relationship of density and differential behavior
through an analysis of autistic, brain damaged, and normal children.
Their findings indicate that as density increases, there is a significant decrease in aggressive behavior and the number of social contacts among normal children,

while brain damaged children exhibited

an increase in aggression, and more social contacts in medium sized
groups.

Autistic children became less socially interactive in large

groups, and spent considerably more time at the room boundaries as
density increased.

In short, physiological characteristics can op-

erate as behavioral determinants in circumstances of certain types
of density.
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Thus, the evidence suggests that at some point, physical density
becomes perceived by individuals as threatening, evoking behavior patterns designed to adapt the organism through reduction of internal
strain, or through modification of the environmental situations into
less stressful circumstances.

In discussing the difference between

population density and the adaptation process brought on by a perception of crowding,

Stokols states that:

The experience of crowding, thus, can be characterized as
a motivational state directed towards the alleviation of perceived restriction and infringement, through the augmentation
of one's supply of space, or the adjustment of social and personal variables so as to minimize the inconveniences imposed
by spatial limitations.
1
Hall (1966) lists three options available to an organism in adapting to a stressful circumstance:
ronment,

(1) flight to a less stressful envi-

(2) attack, or modification of the environment, or (3) redefi-

nition of the circumstances in such a way that the relationship between
the organism and the stressful circumstance is perceived in a less
strain-producing manner.

III. CROWDING AND STRESS

It would be advisable to consider some reasons as to why crowding should be considered stressful by the organism before embarking on
a discussion of the physiological dimensions of stress response.

The

answers seem to lie on two branches of the same tree; one branch sociocultural and the other biological.

The metaphor of the tree and branches

1 stokols, D., "On the Distinction Between Density and Crowding:
Some Implications for Further Research", Psychological Review, 79, 1972,
p. 276.
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is more than "literary license".

Rather its aim is to illustrate that

although they may be separated in analysis, in the organism they are
interdependent and in constant interaction.

Even in the process of

analysis the distinction is not always clear cut and sharp.
We have already examined some of the cultural dimensions of
crowding perception.

Let us now examine some of the social strains

induced by population crowding.

Aakster (1974) conceptualizes the hu-

man being as an adaptive, telelogically oriented system, with individual, cultural and life-phase related goals.

His conception of the well

adjusted person involves equilibrium with the environment.
stress is seen as a disequilibrating force.

External

Chief among the stressful

social forces are those which lead to conflicting expectations on the
parts of group members.

A lack of clear cut expectations becomes more

intense as the numbers of persons in the group increases.

This situ-

ation is especially evident in loosely structured groups, where role
behavior is generalized rather than specific and where dominance patterns may be shifting and loose.

Affective deprivation may occur in

circumstances of extreme crowding, as excessive demands are placed on
specific individuals, thus inducing in them an "overload" stress,
while at the same time rendering them less capable of affective responses towards those persons placing such demands.

Lack of clear

cut group structure may also lend itself to role conflict.

As the

number of persons in a group increases, differential requirements are
more likely to be imposed on the individual.

If social mechanisms are

inadequate to handle crowding-induced stress, the indications are that
the person has a higher degree of probablilty of developing either

9

disease or pathological behavior patterns.

IV. TERRITORY AND PERSONAL SPACE

Interwoven with the soc:.ial dimensions of crowding are those
dealing with

t~rritory

and personal space.

Let

u~

first define a

territory dnd then look at some of the evidence as it may apply to
man.

Lyman (1972), quoting Ardrey (1966) notes that:
"Biology as a whole asks but one question of a territory:
is it defensible? Defense defines it. Variability becomes the final description. 11
1

Sorruner (1966) has indicated that territorial behavior in man is limited'
to those areas which can be controlled by an individual, a family, or
other face to face collectivity.
and

Following on this concept of control

defensibility in the human relation to territory, he asserts that

extended periods of crowding are necessary before behavioral changes
can occur, and that human territoriality as a constant behavioral element becomes evident only under adverse circumstances.

Shoemaker(l939)

believes that crowding in confinement eradicates territorial boundaries
and produces social rank behavior, while Davis (1959) places social
rank behavior and territorial behavior on opposite ends of a continuum.
Closely associated with any territorial behavior found in man
is the cultural norm set that predisposes an individual to place emphasis on only some of the environmental characteristics in the

1

Ardrey, R., The Territorial Imperative, Dell Publishing Co.,
Inc., New York, 1966 quoted in Lyman, Stanford M. and Scott, Marvin
B. "Territoriality: A neglected Sociological Dimension", Social
Problems, Vol. 15 (12}, Fall, 1972
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defining of space in general and territory in particular.

Hall (1966),

notes that Americans and Europeans are largely "edge oriented" in that
they tend to perceive empty space as existing towards the center of a
room, with furniture belonging against the walls.

Asians, on the other

hand, are primarily "center oriented", as they tend to place articles
of furniture, cooking devices, etc. towards the center of the room,
while the edges are usually bare.
Such spatial perception tendencies are apparently related to
the concept of personal space; indeed, personal space has been defined
as "portable territory".

Envision, if you will, every individual be-

ing surrounded by a bubble, and that the space inside this bubble is
regarded by the individual as personal property.

Intrusion into this

personal space creates a stressful circumstance, which prompts an attempt to adapt or re-equilibrate on the part of the individual intruded
upon.
Animal studies have indicated that personal space size is speciesspecif ic, and that some animals can be categorized as touching or nontouching species, with touching species obviously having smaller personal space requirements than non-touching species.
in human societies.

A parallel exists

Hall (1966) notes that western culture is charac-

terized by both non-touching and non-olfactory cultural norms, while
the Arab world is largely touching and olfactoraly oriented.

Pro-

spective Arab brides have often been rejected because they don't
"smell right".

To the Arab, specific odors are associated with cer-

tain personality characteristics, such as being short-tempered or
lazy.
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A further parallel is found in the specific distances involved in the individual definition of personal space.

Hall (1966)

notes two specific distances related to the personal space of an
animal.

The first of these, the "flight distance" marks the outer

rim of the personal space area.

Intrusion of another animal (usu-

ally not of the same species) across this invisible line prompts
the animal intruded upon to flee.

The second of these distances, the

"critical or attack distance" marks the closest point that an intruder
may venture without being attacked.

Citing Heider (1961), Hall notes

that these critical distances are so precise that they can be measured
in centimeters.
Humans also seem to possess both a flight distance and an attack
or critical distance, at least in certain circumstances.

Sommer

(1966) notes that the flight distance seems to operate in the case of
certain types of schizophrenics, who experience something very
closely akin to the flight reaction.

In describing their feelings

when approached too closely by another person, they refer to the event
as taking place inside themselves, as if their body extended to the
margin of the flight zone.

Animals classified as non-contact species

consistently maintain physical distance between themselves, such distances being found to be directly related to social structure.

Dom-

inant animals possess larger areas of social exclusion than more submissive animals

(Calhoun, 1962).

Kinzel (1970) noted this same type

of personal space requirements in comparing prisoners convicted of
violent crimes with those convicted on

non-viole~t

crimes.

In almost

every case, the personal space was significantly larger for violent
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prisoners, with the average personal space area for violent prisoners
being 29.3 square feet, while that of non-violent prisoners was only
7.0 square feet.

Moreover, the ratio of violent to non-violent areas

was 3.8, based on eight consecutive measurements for each subject
(significant at the .05 level).

He also found significant

differen~es

in the shape of the zones, with those of violent prisoners being larger
in the rear than at the front, while those of the non-violent group
were larger at the front than at the rear.
Before proceeding to the physiological aspects of density or
crowding induced stress, a brief summary of the preceeding discussion
is in order.

First, we have noted that density is only a physical

dimension, to be measured in terms of the number of organisms per
square unit.
ception

Crowding, on the other hand, is a culture-specific per-

that assigns an undesirable meaning to density, and that such

perception prompts an adaptive response from the individual in an attempt
to alleviate the perceived environmental stress.
adaptive options of response may be available:
redefinition of the situation.

Three functionally
retreat, attack, or

Both personal space and territory are

thought to be culturally defined, and are closely related to the perception of crowding.

Dominant persons seem to have greater personal

space requirements than more submissive individuals.

Excessive vio-

lations of spatial requirements can create circumstances of such stress
content that social pathology emerges either as an adaptation to the
stress, or as a result of unsuccessful adaptation.
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V. THE PHYSIOLOGY OF STRESS .RESPONSE

Having reviewed the evidence indicating that high population
density perceived as crowding can constitute a stressful environment element to which the individual attempts to adapt, let us now
turn to the physiological aspects of both stress response and the
adaptation to such stress.

It is in this psycho-physiological response

that we will find the link between population density and the development of morbidities.
External stress causes a state of disequilibrium or strain to
occur in the individual, which motivates him to attempt to adapt to the
stress and reduce or eliminate the strain, thus bringing himself into
equilibrium with his environment (Milgram, 1970).

The physiological

processes which activate automatically once a stressful situation is
encountered are reasonably well known from both human and animal studies.
(Welch and Klopfer

1961; Welch, 1970; Loo

1974;)~

Of key importance

to the understanding of stress-induced physiological responses is the
fact that such responses are generalized; that is, there is not a specific
response to a specific type of stress, and another response to a different kind of stress, but rather the physiological response will be basically the same to a wide variety of stressful circumstances.

Animal

studies are of great value in this type of study, since their bodies and
environments can be manipulated to a relatively limitless degree compared to that which can be accomplished with humans.

Because the

1Although there is much bias against the use of animal studies in
sociological investigations, and in some cases this bias is justified, it
seems that such data are clearly relevant to the subject under investigation in this paper, and thus are included.
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physiology of all mammals is fundamentally the same, much can be
learned about human physiology through animal studies.

This is es-

pecially true when examining the physiological reaction to stress.
Welch (1964) notes that in every case of stress reaction, a generalized physiological pattern is found in which the parasympathetic
and sympathetic subsystems of the autonomic nervous system compete for
supremacy.

The parasympathetic system initially gains dominance and

stimulates the elements of the pituitary-hypothalmus-adrenocortical axis
into activity.

The hypothalmus secretes a surplus of adrenocortico-

tropic hormone (ACTH) which stimulates the adrenal cortex to secrete
adrenalin into the bloodstream.

An excess of adrenalin sets off a chain

of other activities throughout the body.

The digestive system shuts

down, the surface blood vessels constrict, thereby diverting blood to the
skeletal muscles, the heart action speeds up, the breathing becomes more
rapid, blood pressure increases, stored carbohydrates rush out of the
liver and flood the blood with sugar, temperature regulating mechanisms
are activated, profuse sweating occurs and the hair stands on end, production of red blood corpuscles is stepped up in both the spleen and
red bone marrow, and the time needed for blood coagulation is drastically
reduced.

All of these responses have survival functions in that they

prepare the organism for immediate action.

It should also be noted

that these responses are not under conscious control, even in a hwnan
subject.

Once a circumstance has been defined as threatening, the

physiological reaction follows automatically.
Evidence for this type of activity abounds in animal research, although evidence with human subjects is less direct.

The primary evidence
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of excessive adrenocortical activity in animal studies is found in
grossly enlarged adrenal glands, in increased susceptibility to both
infectious dl.seases and neoplasmic morbidities, and in increased death
rates.

Much of this data has been gained in the laboratory, although

there is some evidence from the natural world (Christian, 1960).
The evidence in regard to human beings stems largely from the
use of indicators of adrenocortical activity which do not involve deliberate infection of the subjects.

Chief among these indicators are the

17-hydroxycorticosteroids (17-0H-CS) found in both the blood and the
urine, and which have shown themselves to be accurate indicators of
adrenocortical activity, and hence a measurement of internal strain
following upon perceived environmental stress.
1969).

(Gerard, 1964; Bajuez,

Animal studies (Jensen and Rasmussen, 1970;

Taylor and Costanzo

1975) have indicated a parallel secretion of 17-0H-CS as a response to
stress.

It may be concluded, in general, that the physiological res-

ponse to environmental stress is fairly well established in regard to
at least some of the bodily systems involved, and that these response
patterns cut across species boundaries to establish a basic pattern of
physiological similarity in terms both of response and of the pathologies which follow theron.
However, it is a long jump from a mouse to a man, especially in
terms of adaptive capacity.

The mouse (and all at.her mammals except

man) are prisoners of their genetic makeup, with their major response
patterns set by instinct, with a very limited capacity to learn new
responses.

Man is usually conceived as lying outside this restric-

tion, being freed from such chains by his ability to define the meaning
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of a situation independent of any genetic progranuning.

The overall

response mechanism of a human being is considerably more complex than
that of any known animal.

The overt response to a given set of cir-

cumstances is reasonably predictable with the lower animals.

There is

a wide scope of evidence to indicate that this is not so with human
beings.

As previously discussed, the adaptive capacity of man as a

species is greatly enhanced by different cultures which provide a
variety of response patterns.
Welch (1964), in developing his Mean Level of Environment Stimulation (MLES) concept, found that generalized physiological stress-linked
responses varied along a continuum from minimal stimuli situations of
sensory deprivation (social isolation) to stimulus overload (overcrowding).

Utilizing levels of 17-0H-CS as the measure of response to stress,

he found that such levels changed in a relatively predictable fashion
as the environment changed.

Such environmental changes included changes

in both the social climate and the social structure.
experiments with mice

Welch found in

that the basal level of adrenocortical and adrenal-

medullary activity increased across groups, while the endocrine levels of
individuals within a group tended to a degree of similarity that reflected
the degree of equilibration with the MLES prevailing in the group.
Differences within groups tended to vary in a predictable way, depending
upon the individual's position in the social hierarchy.

Mason (1964)

found in working with human subjects, that the 17-0H-CS levels of the
members of a B-52 crew on a 22.5 hour flight varied between individuals
as a function of the social hierarchy prevailing as a result of rank differences.

Using monkeys as subjects, Mason also found that 17-0H-CS
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levels increased as the number of direct or visual only social contacts increased.
In brief, Welch's findings indicate that each group tends to
establish its own level of endocrine activity as a
unique MLES.

~eaction

to its

Variation within the group follows a pattern of dif-

ferences that appears to be a function of hierarchial position.
connection with this, Hill, et. al.

In

(1956) reported a marked uni-

formity in the cosinophil depression and 17-0H-CS secretion of a winning rowing team working together as a highly organized group in a competitive race.

Studies with both mice and men lead to the follow-

ing propositions:
(1) A group takes on an identity as a distinct entity, which
tends to be distinguished physiologically not only from other groups
of different size, but also from other groups of the same size.
(2) The MLES is more socially determined in large groups; thus
larger groups are more distinctive than small groups.
(3) The prevailing MLES, tension, or social effect is reflected
in the physiological behavior of each individual present to a greater
or lesser degree.
The primary aim of the foregoing discussion has been to indicate
that a large body of scientific data exists that links environmental
stress to generalized physiological responses stemming from the action
of the autonomic nervous system, and to further indicate that man,
as a mammal, is as subject to these responses as is the lowly mouse.
It has also served to illustrate some of the social modifiers that
operate to intensify or mitigate against strain reactions to environmental stress.

Armed with these data, let us now attack the specific
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problem of population density as an important type of environmental
stress.
VI. DENSITY AND STRESS

Animal studies are most indicative of density induced stress,
and are perhaps a logical point at which to begin, since culture
does not enter into the process to define the meaning of any degree
of density, but rather most reactions are built into the animal's
instinctual makeup.

Christian (1960) examined 244 bodies of sika deer

who were the victims of crowded living conditions, and found that enlarged adrenals were present in nearly all of the bodies examined.
Of critical importance to the meaning of this study is the fact that
these animals died in an environment which could well support their
food

an~

water needs.

They were, however, situated on an isolated

island, rendering the adaptation option of escape impossible.
tion, there were no natural enemies to reduce population.

In addi-

When the popu-

lation density reached one animal per acre, mortality among the females
and the young rose to such levels that the entire herd underwent a population collapse.

Every animal examined died from hypoglycemia, a sure

indicator of hyperactivity of the adrenocortical system, and a reliable indicator of the presence of environmental stress to which the
animal had attempted to adapt.

It is interesting to note that the

adaptation response was more lethal than the stress which prompted it.
It is the contention of this thesis that precisely such a process is
at work in human populations, and that the very physiological activities exhibited as a response to overcrowd6d conditions are in some
cases dysfunctional and predispose the human animal to both stress
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diseases and infection related morbidities.

Levy and Herzog in their

study of the relationship of population density and crowding on
health conditions in the Netherlands have asserted that:
" . . . . there appears to be little doubt that, at least
for mammals, high, forcibly maintained densities are quite
pathogenic."1
Calhoun (1962) in his famous rat experiment noted both social
and physical pathologies resulting from overcrowding, due to the formation of a "behavioral sink" in which the social structures and behavior patterns of rat society were eroded and finally destroyed by
excessive population press.

Levy and Herzog (1974) note that the de-

velopment of behavioral sinks among humans may be less obvious due to
their higher ability to adapt.
This ability to adapt may, in part, be dependent upon alternatives available.

Earlier in this chapter it was mentioned that three

options were available to humans in stress adaptation:
or self-environment redefinition.

retreat, attack,

There is some evidence to indicate

that high internal density (density in the place of residence) or crowded
conditions are tolerable as long as external density is low enough to
permit adequate retreat space.

Carnahan, et. al. (1974) note that social

pathology is lower in rural areas than in urban areas, even though internal density is higher, due partly (they contend) to the existance of very
low external density.

Draper's study of the !Kung bushmen (1973) illus-

trates the same point more dramatically.

The extremely high internal

1 Levy, Leo and Herzog, Allen N., "Effects of Population Density
and Crowding on Health and Social Adaptation in the Netherlands",
Journal of Health and Social Behavio~, Vol. 15, No. 3, Sept. 1974, p.229
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density previously discussed is countered by low external density,
each group being separated from the next by a distance of over f ifteen miles.
tween groups.

Dissatisfied individuals or families move freely beAs a result, little stress related morbidity or social

pathology is evident.

Calhoun's early studies with wild rats (1960)

indicate that external density is important in the stabilization of
rat social behavior.

Wild rats live in colonies of about eleven fe-

males and one alpha male.

Social behavior in these colonies remains

stable as long as external territorial claims can be maintained.
In the face of overpopulation conditions, the territories shrink in
size, external density increases, and the colonies experience population collapse.
Both territoriality and dominance structures are methods of allocating space.

Sommer (1966) has observed that both territoriality

and dominance behavior are ways of maintaining a social order, and
when one system cannot function, the other takes over.

When neither

can function, both social chaos and physical morbidities result.
Highly dense circumstances may precipitate either social or physical
pathologies if the existing instinctive behavior patterns, in the case
of animals, or the sociocultural mechanisms, in the case of man, are
inadequate to adapt the individual to the situation (Allakian, 1974).
Both culture and social factors have been mentioned several times
in this chapter as modifiers and interpretational determinants of environmental situations.

Let us now examine these factors in more detail,

especially as they relate to stress development.

In examining some of

the sociocultural factors related to hypertension among urban and rural
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Zulus, Scotch (1963) found that the development of hypertension among
urban Zulus was largely a result of an inability to adapt to the urban
environment.

Interestingly enough, neither education, urban-rural pref-

erence, nor socioeconomic status were related to hypertension in either
rural or urban dwellers.

Among urban Zulus, the greatest contributors

to hypertension were increased age, marital status (females only), large
numbers of children (females only), income of the male (affected wives
only), family type (extended family having higher rates than a nuclear
family) and length of urban residence (males only).

Among rural dwellers,

the most outstanding difference was found in widowed and separated females.

In each locality, church attendance was negatively correlated

with hypertension for females, and positively correlated for males.
Aakster (1974) related several specific health disturbances to various
social factors. One of the social factors which correlated most highly
was that of poor parental family integration, or poor relationships
with the parents at the time of the study.

Of almost equal frequency

was status dissatisfaction, usually coupled with low status mobility.
Dodge (1970) has linked status and role conflict to the development
of several stress related morbidities:

arterio-heart disease, malignant

neoplasms, cirrhosis of the liver, diabetes melletus, leukemia, and
aleukemia.

Jensen and Rasmussen (1970) found that susceptibility to

viral infections in mice was increased when subjects were exposed to
long periods of sound stress.

It was also found that intermittent

stressing was more effective in increasing susceptibility than continuous stressing.

The indication is that continuous stress is more easily

adapted to"than intermittent stress, and that the anticipation of stress
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may be as important as the occurrence of the event itself.
Welch (1964) found that the dying time of mice injected with
a-amphetamine was considerably greater if they had lived in groups of
five for five weeks prior to the injection, than if they had lived in
isolation for the same period of time.

Taylor and Costanzo (1975)

compared stable dominant-subordinate pairs of rats and found the greatest physiological response to stress among the dominant subjects, while
the least amount of stress was found among isolate reared subjects.
This study, when compared with that of Welch discussed above, seems to
indicate that the existence of population induced stress and the physio-·
logical response thereto may have some survival value in that it preconditions the organism to greater degrees of resistance.

Welch proposes

that the optimum level of stress is found in a median range; that population extremes are most associated with morbidity.
The presence of meaningful social support is related to this median range of population density.

Inadequate social interaction seems to

predispose an individual to morbidities with a high psychological content (Gillis, 1974; Kaplan, 1963) while excessive population density is
associated with a variety of morbidities, both stress-related and infectious in nature (Levy and Herzog, 1974).

Cassel (1964) has gone a

step further in asserting that density per se is simply an envirorunental characteristic associated with certain types of social interactive
patterns, and that it is these patterns that create or alleviate stress.
He mentions the degree of social support as one of these interactive
patterns that may be closely associated with stress alleviation, and
that to analyze population density and stress development without
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reference to such interactive factors is to possibly bypass the
primary causative agent. Stokols

(1972) supports this view when

he notes th6t the response to dense circumstances is a function of
the relative intensity of spatial, social, and personal factors,
and the degree to which they can be modified.

He goes on to point

out that circumstances that may seem stressful to an outside

observ~r

may not be so to the participant if the relationships with others a~e
friendly and cooperative.
Strong social support is regarded in this thesis as a beneficial
factor, mitigating against the development of morbidities at all levels
of density.

The details of the factor, as well as the contents of the

other social variables deemed important as modifiers are delineated in
the following chapter.

VII. OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES

The objectives of this study are two-fold.

The primary thrust of

the investigation is to relate population density and morbidity type
occurrence.

This first analysis asks the question "What is the relation-

ship between population density in the home and the relative occurrence
of stress-related and non-stress related morbidities?".

The second pur-

pose of this investigation is to analyze some of the correlates of
various population densities, and at the same time to investigate how
other social variables interact with both population density and morbidity, as well as with each other.
Although the methodological approach in this paper is not based
on deductive reasoning, and thus does not involve hypothesis testing
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in a formal sense, it is sometimes useful to state objectives in the
form of hypotheses for purposes of clarity of intent and to point up
conceptual relationships that have determined the variables chosen
for study.

The hypotheses are as follows:

(1) Other variables being equal, higher levels of density will
be associated with disproportionately large numbers of stress-related
morbidities.
(2) Since definitions of the environment are culture-specific
(Hall, 1966), the possibility of differential definition by social
class (sub-culture) gives rise to:
a.

Other variables being equal, higher levels of socio-eco-

nomic status are associated with disproportionately greater numbers of
stress-related morbidities.
b.

High degrees of density should be interpreted by upper class

groups as being more stressful than the same degree of density for
lower class groups.

This may be associated with a variety of status

inconsistency (Levy and Herzog, 1974).
(3) Age is inversely related to social support at either extremes (young adult and elderly adult categories).
(4) Other variables being equal, higher levels of social support will be associated with disproportionate numbers of stress-related
morbidities.
The foregoing hypotheses have structured the methodology outlines in the following chapter.

Although the variables are largely

stated in qualitative terms, they may nevertheless serve a purpose
in directing attention to general trends and overall relationships.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

I.

THE RESEARCH SETTING

The Health Services Research Center
All data utilized in this thesis were obtained through the
facilities of the Health Services Research Center, Kaiser Foundations
Hospitals, Portland, Oregon.

The Health Services Research Center is

an integrated research facility that has as its research setting an
organized medical care system that provides comprehensive medical services to a known population.

The Center has conducted medical care

research within the Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care System for more
than a decade.

A unique resource of the Center is the objective,

extensive, and reliable source of base-line population and medical
care data.

An inpatient research information system has been oper-

ational for ten years.

Using an available computer system, social,

economic, situational and medical care data for each of the last
150,000 consecutive hospital discharges from the Bess Kaiser Hospital
have been recorded.

The Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care Program
The Kaiser- Permanente Medical Care Program is a prepaid group
practice and is considered to be a prototype health maintenance organization.

It is characterized by five basic principles that have shaped

the organization of this system:

voluntary enrollment, prepayment for
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comprehensive benefits on a service basis, preventative medical care,
integrated, hospital-based health care facilites, and provision of
.

.

physician services through group medical practice.

1

The demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the Health
Plan membership very closely correspond to the metropolitan population
as a whole.

Thus, the Health Plan membership provides a well defined

population base with known dynamic properties.
The Study Population
The population under examination in this thesis consists of
all health plan members discharged from Bess Kaiser Hospital, Portland,
Oregon, during the entire year 1974.
eral exclusions have been made.

From this basic population sev-

The study population does not include

patients under twenty years of age, those whose discharge diagnosis was
related to pregnancy, and those discharges of extended care patients.

Data Sources
Each inpatient record consists of information derived from two
separate data forms: The Patient Personal History Questionnaire and
the Discharge Summary.

The source of all social data is the Patient

Personal History Questionnaire, which was filled out on all inpatients
in the study population by the patient or his family sometime during
the hospital stay (see Appendix A).

Patients are not asked to com-

plete another questionnaire if they have completed one during a hospita! admission within the past six months.

A response rate of

1 Sommers, Anne R., (editor) The Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care
Program, The Commonwealth Fund, New York, N.Y., 1971
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greater than 90 per-cent is experienced on these questionnaires.
The source of the morbidity information is the Discharge Summary section
of the Patient Personal History Questionnaire which lists both the
diagnosis and the medical action taken.

(See Appendix B).

The Dis-

charge Summary is completed by a research medical record technician.
Medical information is transferred from the patient's official hospital record to this research form.

Included are, among other things,

admission and discharge dates, admitting and discharge diagnoses,
physician number and service, consultations and surgical and laboratory procedures.

The International Classification of Diseases, Adapted,

(ICDA), 8th edition codes are used to code diseases and surgical procedures.

Several items of information have been selected from the

Patient Personal History Questionnaire to operationalize the concepts investigated in this study.

The specific items and the method

of operationalization are discussed in detail later in this chapter.
These data are presented in three parts.

The first part pre-

sents ordinal data in expanded form, relating twenty-four disease
catagories to various levels of density.
are utilized as measures of relationship.
collapses the data into dichotomies.

Both chi square and Tau B
Part two

of the analysis

Chi square is used throughout

this second section, and from this measure phi square, phi, and Pearsonian correlation coefficients are derived.

The availability of

such correlation coefficients enables the calculation of Beta weights
for use in path analysis techniques which place the relationships in
a quantitative perspective not possible in either part one or part two.
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II. THE VARIABLES
Stress-Related and Non-Stress Morbidity Types
Although both types of disease may be related in some degree
to environmental stress, some diseases are.probably more closely
related to stress than are others (Aakster, 1974; Dodge, unpublished
article).

Various conditions of the body, such as heart disease or

some organ or system malfunctions that are not contagious may be more
closely related to stress than are those which involve some type of
disease transmission, or which involve trauma (Scotch, 1963; Theorell
and Rake, 1971).
There is some evidence to indicate that stress reduces resistance to contagion (Jensen and Rasmussen, 1970; Friedman and Glasgow
1966; Solomon and Amkraut,1974), but the relationship seems to be
less direct than that of stress related morbidities.

The division of

disease types is not completely clear, but with some notable exceptions
such as tuberculosis, there is little consensus within the medical profession as to the placement of morbidity types on any stress continuum.
The dichotomization of morbidities in this study has been made on the
basis of the research results that are available on the subject (Dodge,
unpublished manuscript; Levy and Herzog, 1974; Scotch, 1963; Tinbergen,
1974; Theorell, 1971).

Increased age can be regarded as being related to many types of
morbidities.

Diseases of a degenerative nature are more frequent in

the elderly than the young.

It is hypothesized that older persons are
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less capable of eliciting equilibrating adaptive responses than are
younger persons.

Age may also be regarded as a determinant of some of

the components of socioeconomic status.

In addition, age may affect

the amount of social support available to the patient.

The elderly

adult may encounter less social support than a younger adult in view
of the frequent practice of non-home care for the elderly.

Also, the

elderly are more likely to be widowed, thus eroding a primary source
of social support - that of the spouse - while the younger adults are
less likely to have been married.
Social Support.
The term social support is used to indicate the degree to which
the patient has been surrounded by significant others with whom strong
affective ties may be presumed to exist.

It is hypothesized that the

presence of such persons in the patient's daily life serve as a modifier of density induced stress in a number of ways.

First, if these

persons live in the same house as the patient, their presence would
be less stressful than if the patient were housed with strangers, or
those with whom only secondary relationships existed.

Thus the pres-

ence in the home of spouse and children would obviously increase density, but could at the same time create circumstances of emotional
security that aid in the patient's functional adaptive response to
such density.

In addition, the less formal role requirements placed

on members of primary groups could give to the patient a wider range
of possible adaptive responses to density-induced stress, thus reducing
the possibility of stress buildup and subsequent morbidity occurrence.
Because the data do not indicate the state of such support prior to
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the patient's admittance to the hospital, the existence of such support can only be inferred by examining the social support available
after discharge.

There are some serious limitations to this approach.

In some cases, it may well be that the social support available after
discharge was motivated by the supporter's response to the hospitalization of the patient, and thus does not reflect the prehospitalization conditions.
A second objection deals with the condition of pre-admittance
population density and the amount of help available after discharge.
A reasonable case could be made that both variables are varieties of
the same phenomena.

If a great deal of help is available after the

patient's discharge, it may be due to the fact that such helpers are
members of the patient's primary group, opening up the possibility
that such persons contributed to the home density that is hypothesized
to be related to the occurrence of the morbidity.

However, the hypothe-

sized relationship between density and social support is that a high
degree of social support dilutes the stressful effect of density.

Al-

though the data source does not allow a more accurate determination of
the pre-admission circumstances, these alternative explanations should
be borne in mind in the interpretation of any results.
Social support is conceptualized in this study as an intervening
variable, the qualities of which are independent of density, with definitional characteristics that are only marginally related to home density.
Population Density.
As was discussed in Chapter II, density is a necessary but not
sufficient requisite for the development of crowding stress.

Density
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becomes stressful only when persons involved define such density as
crowded and undesirable, and when no functionally adaptive options are
available.
e~istence

It is not possible from the data at hand to determine the
of other options.

It must therefore be presumed that these

options are so distributed as to not affect the development of density
related stress.
The particular mechanism of measurement employed, that is, persons
per room, leaves many dimensions of spatial perception untouched.

Both

the size and arrangement of rooms, as well as the way in which they are
furnished, the color of the walls, and the level of noise could all contribute to the outcome of the definitional process.
are not available.

However, these dat4

Thus we are reduced to using what is admittedly a

less desirable yardstick than might otherwise be utilized.

Any conclu-

sions reached as a result of this study must therefore be modified
accordingly.
Socio-Economic Status
There is some evidence to suggest that the meaning of any degree
of density is subject to culture-specific definitional processes (Hall,
1966; Sommer, 1966; Altman, 1975).

The broad definitional processes

are presumed to be a regional constant in this thesis.

However, diff-

erent value sets within social classes may act to produce class-specific
interpretational schemes.

Because density is only a physical, structural

factor, it is necessary to infer the interpretational process that defines density as crowded (and thus stressful).

Social class differences

may offer a mechanism to aid in this inferential process.
Social class may be inversely related to density in that larger,
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more spacious houses usually cost more and thus may be out of reach
of those with lower incomes.

In addition, lower class families usu-

ally have more children than upper classes, thereby compounding the
density created by houses with fewer rooms.
Socio-economic status, or social class, then may serve to highlight intragroup density-morbidity relationships, as well as serving
as a vehicle for pointing up interclass differences which may give
some clue to any class-specific interpretational processes.

This lat-

ter point indicates that there may also be class-specific differences

in social support, given any degree of density.
III.

OPERATIONALIZATION

The variables have been operationalized according to the rationale presented in Part 1 of this chapter.

Although the original data

source was the Patient's Personal History Questionnaire, the encoding
process that transferred the data to computer tapes utilized the SPSS
system, in which base data were manipulated to provide additional data
not shown on the original document •.

For example, the Patient's Per-

sonal History Questionnaire indicates the number of rooms in the dwelling and the number of people that reside therein, but it does not indicate the number of people per room.

That specific bit of data is com-

puted as a new item of information before being put on the computer
tape.

Therefore reference to the sample of Patient's Personal His-

tory Questionnaire (Appendix A) will not provide this particular item
of information.

Other factors, such as occupation and education, are

also manipulated and categorized into specific classes before being entered into the computer records from which all data are drawn.
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Two of the variables - social support and socioeconomic status involve scales.

These scales are composed of a number of items to

which various weights have been assigned.

Categorization into the

various ordinal levels of each of these variables is determined by
totaling the weights of the variable elements.
It should also be noted that two separate operationalizations
of density appear.

Density la utilizes the full range of density

categories available from the data source.

Density lb dichotomizes

the variable at .51 persons or more per room.

In the tables presented

in Chapter ·IV, which operationalization of density is being analyzed
will be clearly stated to avoid any possible confusion.

The dicho-

tomization at 0.51 persons per room is approximately at the median of
the density regime distribution.

The full range of density is util-

ized to provide the maximum amount of information in the development
of patterns of morbidity distribution.

The dichotomy is utilized in

two by two tables to obtain correlation coefficients and regression
coefficients for use in path analysis.
TABLE I
OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES

No.

Var.

Var.
Title

la

Density

Var.
Unit

Operationalization

Persons
per room

0.00
0.26
0.51
0.76
1.01
1.51

to
to
to
to
to
to

0.25 0.75 1.00 1.50 2.00 -

a.so

Very Low
Low
Moderately Low
Medium
Moderately High
High

2.01 or more - Very High

lb

Density
Dichotomy

Persons
per room

0.00 to 0.50 - Lower
0.51 or more - Higher
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TABLE 1 (CONT'D)
OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES
Var.
No.

Var.
Title

Var.
Unit

Operationalization
Index Item

2a

2b

3a

Age

Years of
age

Age
Dichotomy

Years of
age

Social
Support

Index

Score on
Index

20 to 34 - Young Adult
35 to 59 - Mature Adult
60 or more - Elderly Adult

20 to 44 - Younger
45 or more - Older

Married
Unmarried

0

Persons helping patient on
discharge
none or non-primary
group member
primary group member

1

2

0

Amount of help available
on discharge
none or non-constant
help
help available all or
most of the time

1

Post discharge residence
home or relative's home

1

0

Composite Index
Very High
High
Moderate
Low

1 or 0

Higher
Lower

3b

Social
Support
Dichotomy

Marital
Status

Married
Unmarried

4

Socieo"'economic
Status

Index

Male Occupation
Higher executives of large
concerns, proprietors and
major professionals, business managers, proprietors
of medium sized businesses,

4
3

2
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TABLE 1 (CONT'D)
OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES
Var.
No.

Var.
Title

Var.
Unit

Operationalization
Index Item

4

SocieoEconomic

Index

Score on
Item

Male Occupation
lesser professionals

3

Administrative personnel,
owners of small businesses,
minor professionals, clerical and sales workers, technicians, owners of little
businesses, skilled manual
employees

2

Machine Operators, semiskilled and unskilled, not
employed with no previous
employment

1

Female Occupation
Same as male occupational
categories. Used only if
female patient is unmarried.
For married female patients,
occupation of husband used
on index.
Male Education
College graduate
Some college or post high
school training
High school graduate
Non-high school graduate

3

2
1

0

Female Education
Same as male education categories. Used only if female
is unmarried. For married
female patients, education of
husband used on index.
Total Annual Family Income
Greater than $15,000
$7500 to $15,000
Less than $7500

2
1
O
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TABLE 1 (CONT'D)
OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES
Var.
No.

Var.
Title

Var.
Unit

Operationalization

4

Socieoeconomic
status

Index

Index Item

4b

Composite Index
High
Middle
Low

Score on
Index
7 or 8

5 or 6
0 through 4

Socioeconomic
Status
Dichotomy

Dichotomized
Index
Higher
Lower

5

Stress
Related
Morbidities

Category

Endocrine disorders, tuberculosis, em:>tional disorders, diseases of nerves
and peripheral ganglia, rheumatic fever, heart disease, diseases of genital-urinary tract, diseases of the
female genitals, allergic conditions,
diseases of arteries and veins, common viral, obesity

6

Non-stress
Related
Morbidities

Category

Venereal disease, parasites and
other infections, organic diseases
of the central nervous system, respiratory diseases, diseases of the
skin, burns and traumas, diseases
of bones, joints, and muscles, malignant or benign neoplasms, anemias

5 to 8
0 to 4

CHAPTER IV

THE DATA AND ANALYSIS

I.

OVERVIEW

Let us begin the data presentation with an overview of the
basic hypothesis underlying this thesis - that high population density in the home is related to a disproportionate occurrence of
stress-related morbidities.

Table II indicates the percentages of

stress related morbidities occurring in each density regime.

The

percentages do not indicate the distribution of stress-related morbidities across density regimes, but rather the occurrence of each
morbidities within each density regime.

For example, in the "0.26

to 0.50" density regime, 51 percent of the patients living in that
density regime were hospitalized for stress-related morbidities.
This would indicate that 49 percent of the patients living in that
density regime were hospitalized for non-stress related morbidities.
TABLE II
STRESS-RELATED MORBIDITY PERCENTAGES
WITHIN DENSITY REGIMES
Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Base N
Total N

Less Than
0.26
48.8%

(385)
789

6327

Density Regime
0.26 to 0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00
51.0
(1753)

5ll
(660)

3483

1291

41.2
(278)
674

1.01 to
1. 50

1.51 to
2.00

More
Than
2.00

51.2

36.4

100.0

(62)

121

(4)

11

(3)

3
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Several items of information can be noted from Table II.

First,

there appears to be little pattern in the percentages across the various
density regimes.

Only two density regimes have substantial differences:

"0.76 to 1.00" and "l.51 to 2.00".

Although the "more than 2.00" regime

has 100 percent of the cases in that density regime, it should be noted
that such a percentage is based on only three cases.

It would be ex-

pected, on the basis of the hypothesis, that the percentage of all morbidities which are stress-related would increase as density increases.
This is clearly not the case.
Note that in Table II, the percentages of all reported diseases
which are stress related is a function of the numbers of non-stress
related morbidities as well as density.

To remove the possible confound-

ing effects of the differential occurrence of non-stress related disease on the percentages indicating stress-related occurrence, the distribution of stress-related diseases only across different levels of
household density will be examined.

However, since it would be expected

that a greater number of morbidities of any type (stress or non-stress)
would occur in density regimes having a greater number of people, we
must take this fact into account.

Since the respondents being analyzed

here are distributed according to household density generally in the
1

same relative proportions as the population of Portland, Oregon, we
have computed ratios indicating the extent to which a particular density regime shows an over or under representation of stress-related
disease from what we would expect from the number of people exposed
to that regime.

1. SMSA Census Report, 1970, Oregon.

See Appendix

c
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This ratio represents the percentage of stress related cases within
each stress-related density regime cell to the total percentage of
all morbidities in the entire density regime, on the theory that if
there existed no relationship between the degree of density and morbidity type occurrence an equal percentage of the morbidity marginals
would occur as a function of the density percentage.

For example,

we find from Table II that 385 patients living in the "less than 0.26"
regime had stress related diseases, while 789 patients lived in
that regime, regardless of the type of morbidity exhibited.

In

percentage terms, 12.5 percent of the total patients lived in homes
with less than 0.26 persons per room.

Examining the occurrence of

stress related morbidities in terms of percentages, we find that
385 persons, or 12.2 percent of those with stress-related
ties lived in that density regime.

morbidi~

The ratio of 12.2 percent

to

12.5 percent is termed the "deviation ratio" and is in effect a

measure of underloading or overloading of stress-related morbidities, based on the percentage expected if morbidities were distributed on the basis of the density percentages only.
Return'ing to the example of density regime "Less than 0.26"
we find the ratio of 0.982, indicating a slight underrepresentation.
If there were perfect correspondence, the ratio would obviously be
1.000.

Therefore ratios less than 1.000 are underloaded1 those

greater than 1.000 are overloaded.

Table III presents these ratios

for density regimes and stress-related morbidities.
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TABLE III
DEVIATION RATIOS OF STRESS-RELATED MORBIDITIES,
BY DENSITY REGIMES
Density Regime
Less
0.26
0.51
0.76
1.01
1.51
More

Deviation Ratio

than 0.26
to 0.50
to 0.75
to 1.00
to 1.50
to 2.00
than 2.00

0.976
1.028
1.025
0.812
1.003
0.500
2.021

From Table III it can be seen that the deviations from the
expected value of 1.000 are quite small in most cases.
noticeable in regimes less than 0.76.

This is most

The regime of "0.76 to 1.00"

is worthy of note, as it deviates from the expected value by -0.188.
Also note that although the intervening range of "1.01 to 1.50" is
almost exactly the expected value, higher ranges deviate much more
widely, but in differing directions.

The "1.51 to 2.00" regime is

much less than expected, while the "Greater than 2.00" regime is more
than twice the expected value.

In view of these data, a tentative

alternative hypothesis can be formulated to the effect that wide deviations from the expected value tend to be found in the upper regions
of density, although at this point, no explanation for this phenomena
will be advanced.

It should be noted that dichotomizing the density

regimes at the 0.75 or less level, taking a weighted average of the
percentages of each density regime half, and utilizing differences of
proportions to analyze the differences results in a Z-score of only
0.5 (significant at the 0.3085 level).

On this basis, it appears that

the relationship which seems to be manifesting itself is not due to any
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pattern, but rather due to chance.
Rather than dismiss the hypothesis that increased density is
related to stress-related morbidities, it is possible to investigate
the implications of Table II and Table III further by taking another
approach.

Table IV lists the deviation ratios of all stress-related

morbidities examined in this thesis.
From Table IV, it is evident that all stress-related morbidities
do not follow a consistent pattern across all levels of density.

How-

ever, individual morbidity categories, in many cases, do follow a definite trend.

Those that follow the hypothesized pattern of greater rela-

tive incidence of morbidity being generally associated with higher levels of density are quite evident.

Common viral infections, endocrine

disorders, diseases of nerves and peripheral ganglia, disorders of the
digestive system, genito-urinary problems, and morbidities of the female genitals all follow this basic hypothesized pattern.
overrepresentation

For all these,

in the upper regions of density and underrepre-

sentation in the lower regimes is a prevailing pattern.

This pattern

is termed the "high" pattern, indicating an overrepresentation. of
morbidities in the regimes of higher density.
A second pattern found is that in which the overrepresented
cells are found in the lower range of densities, and in which there is
a general negative relationship between increases in density and the
deviation ratio value.

This pattern is termed the "low" pattern, indi-

cating that the overloaded cells are found in the lower density regimes.
From Table IV, note that two morbidity categories follow this pattern:
allergies, and rheumatic fever and heart disease.
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A third general pattern is found with those morbidity categories
that are overloaded in both the regions of low density and those of high
density, but are underloaded in the regimes of medium densities.
pattern is termed the "U" shaped loading pattern.

This

Only one morbidity

category falls clearly into this pattern; that of obesity.

TABLE IV
DEVIATION RATIOS OF STRESS-RELATED MORBIDITY
CATEGORIES ACROSS DENSITY REGIMES
Density Regime
Morbidity
Category

More
Less than 0.26 to 0.51 to 0.76 to 1.01 to 1.51 to than
0.26
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.00

-*

Common Viral

0.888

0.921

1.363

1.037

Allergies

1.908

0.965

0.701

0.888

Endocrine

0.996

0.947

1.260

1.009

Obesity

1. 336

0.921

0.409

1.561

4.368**

Emotional

1.048

0.838

1.279

0.813

2.272

Nerves and
Ganglia

0.872

0.947

0.765

1.318

3.316

Rheu. Fever,
Heart Dis.

1.200

1.166

o. 775

0.439

0.524

Arteries and
Veins

1.100

0.948

1.122

0.925

0.940

1.500

Digestive
System

0.888

0.969

1.103

1.094

1.048

0.500** 1.797

Genito
Urinary

0.720

1.107

0.848

1.009

1.149

3.000

Females
Genitals

0.560

0.724

1.520

1.764

2.038

*indicates cell frequency of zero
**indicates ratio based on cell frequency of one

2.200**

0.100
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The fourth pattern which is indicated is, in a sense, no pattern
at all, since the overloaded cells are found across the range of density regimes.

Into this pattern fall both emotional disturbances and

diseases of the arteries and veins.

Both are overloaded in the lowest

density regime, underloaded in the next, overloaded in the "0.51 to
0.75" regime, and underloaded in the following regime.

Beyond this

point, the mutuality of the pattern is not found, with emotional disturbances rising in the "1.01 to 1.50" regime, while diseases of the
arteries and veins continue to be underloaded in the same density regime.

However, emotional disturbances continues high in the following

regimes, while diseases of the arteries and veins rises to an overloaded position in the "1.51 to 2.00'' range.

This pattern of alternate

overloaded and underloaded cells is termed the oscillating pattern.
Thus four basic patterns

emerge across density regimes in those

morbidities typified as stress-related.

It is interesting to note that

all disease categories with probable stress components do not follow
the same pattern.

For example, stress has been found to be a compon-

ent of both genito-urinary morbidities and heart disease (Dodge, unpublished article; French and Caplan, 1974).

Despite this, genito-urinary

morbidities are positively related to density (the "high" pattern)
while heart disease is negatively related (the "low" pattern).

In addi-

tion, there seems to be no common quality between morbidities found in
the same pattern.

For example, there seems to be little in common

between heart disease and allergies, yet they follow the same pattern.
Those morbidities that might be physiologically related may follow different patterns.

Again using heart disease as an example, we note that
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it follows a "low" pattern, while morbidities of the arteries and veins,
which can in some cases be linked to arterio-coronary problems, follow
an oscillating pattern.
To further examine this problem, the deviation ratios of those
morbidities typified as non-stress related are listed in Table V.
Beginning with the "high" pattern morbidities, note that only two
diseases fall into this pattern:
bones, muscles, and joints.

micro-organisms and diseases

of the

Although the latter category drops to 1.000

in the "l.51 to 2.00" density regime, the ratio is based on a cell frequency of one only, and thus should probably be disregarded.

In the

"low" pattern are found malignant neoplasms, eye diseases and morbidities of the respiratory system.

The "U" pattern contains venereal di-

sease, morbidities of the central nervous system, ear diseases, and
trauma and burns.

The "oscillating" pattern includes anemias and blood

diseases, and skin morbidities.

Interestingly, a new pattern is found

in Table V which does not appear in the stress-related morbidities of
Table IV:

that of the "hump" pattern, characterized by underloadings

on either density extreme and overloadings in the middle density regimes.
Only one morbidity follows this pattern clearly:
disorders.

non-neoplastic breast

Benign neoplasms follow the "high" pattern through the "0.76

to 1.00" density regime, but present the "U" pattern beyond the "l.00"
density level.
The percentages of patterns found in each type of morbidity as
indicated in Tables IV and V are summarized in Table VI.
the data two approaches have been utilized.

In analyzing

First, using the matched

pairs technique, we find a difference between the two morbidity
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TABLE V
DEVIATION RATIOS OF NON-STRESS RELATED
MORBIDITY CATEGORIES, ACROSS
DENSITY REGIME

Morbidity
Category

0.0 to
0.25

Density Regime
0.26 to 0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00

1.01 to
1. 50

1.51 to More than
2.00
2.00

Vener al
Disease

2.264

0.611

1.630

-*

Microorganisms

0.693

0.769

1.608

1.615

Malignant
Neoplasm

1.032

1. 225

0.618

0.664

0.470

Benign
Neoplasm

0.752

0.801

1.856

1.477

0.834

Anemia and
Related

1.424

0.900

1.309

0.626

Central nervous System 1.416

1.078

0.760

0.407

Eye
Diseases

1. 040

1. 236

0.637

-.636

Ear
Diseases

1. 352

0.890

0.662

1. 579

1. 789

Respiratory
System

1.080

1.018

1.010

0.854

0.786

Breast, nonneoplastic
0.424

0.873

1.804

0.981

Skin
Diseases

o. 345

0.980

1.356

0.991

2. 272

Bones, muscles,
joints
0.824

0.853

1. 235

1.439

1.363

1.000**

'Trauma and
Burns

0.897

0.956

1. 327

1.311

2.500

1.161

*indicates cell frequency of zero
**indicates ratio based on cell frequency of one

3.000

1. 526

5.000*
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categories as being significant at the 0.11 level.

Examining the dif-

ferences in percentages within each pattern and across morbidity categories, and utilizing differences of proportions as a measure, some
relationships of greater significance are found.

Looking first at

the "U" pattern, the difference in proportions is significant at the
0.0132 level.

On the other hand, the "low" pattern percentage dif-

ferences and those of the "oscillating" pattern are not statistically
significant.

The "high" pattern percentage differences, however, are

significant at the 0.0212 level.
TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE OF DEVIATION RATIO PATTERNS
OCCURRING IN EACH MORBIDITY TYPE
Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related

u

Low

Hi2h

0

9.1%

18.2

54.5

18.2

0.0

30.8

23.l

15.4

15.4

15.4

Hum~

*Caused by Rounding

Total

Base N

100.0%

11

100.0%*

13

Total N

24

One of the most striking aspects of the above significance levels
is found in the differences in the percentages in the "high" pattern.
Note from Table VI that 54.5 percent of all stress-related morbidities
fall into this pattern, while only 15.4 percent of the non-stress related diseases are found in this configuration.

The significance level

(0.0212) lends some credence to the fundamental assertion of this paper:
that stress-related morbidities are associated with higher levels of
population density, at least more so than non-stress related diseases.
However, in exai:ning Table VI further, it is evident that the "low"
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pattern seems to have little differential association with either
morbidity type.

Nevertheless, the "U" pattern, which includes the

low range of density as well as the upper regimes, does indicate a
significant difference, being significantly higher in the non-stress
related morbidity type.
A summary of what has been found to this point in the analysis
is in order.

First, morbidity categories do not follow a general pat-

tern of underloading or overloading across increasing density regimes.
Although morbidities with probable stress components do seem to be associated with density, the association is not always in a consistent direction.

However, if the various kinds of patterns are examined rela-

tive to their association with disease types, significant relationships
do emerge.

From Table VI and the preceeding discussions, it was found

that the "U" pattern is significantly more frequent among non-stress
related morbidities, while stress-related morbidities show a significantly greater proportion with the "high" pattern.

As discussed in Chap-

ter II, there is some evidence from the literature to support the findings that a median range of density, as indicated by the "U" shaped pattern may be less stressful, while the significance of the "high" pattern for the stress-related morbidity type gives some support to this
paper's hypothesis that higher density is more stressful than is lower
density, and is more closely associated with stress-related morbidity
occurrence.
Before leaving this line of analysis, let us turn to strength of
relationship tests between density regimes and the deviation ratios of
categories of morbidities.

The interest here is in examining whether

specific morbidity categories show a general monotonic increase or
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monotonic decrease with increasing density.

The linear constraint on

the Pearsonian correlation provides the desired indication.

By using

the midpoints of each density regime as an interval level of measurement, and the deviation ratios as the other interval level of measurement, Pearsonian correlations were generated which give some additional
indication of the general direction of relationships, and the correlation coefficients are produced as a measure of the degree to which morbidity occurrence, as measured by the deviation ratio, increases or decreases as a function of density.

Table VII sets forth the zero order

correlations between density regime midpoints and the deviation ratios
of morbidity categories.

The primary purpose of this approach is to

gain confirmation of the general direction of the relationships, and
not with the specific values of the coefficients.

TABLE VII
ZERO ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DENSITY REGIME
MIDPOINTS AND THE DEVIATION RATIOS
OF MORBIDITY CATEGORIES
Negative Correlations
Morbidity
Category

Morbidity
Type

Correlation
Coefficients

Respiratory System
Eyes
Anemia and Related
Malignant Neoplasm
Venereal Disease
Breast, Non-neo.
Micro-organisms
Central Nerv. Sys.

Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress

-0.964
-0.916
-0.885
-0.844
-0.796
-0.245
-0.212
-0.061

Allergies
Heart and Related
Endocrine
Common Viral

Stress
Stress
Stress
Stress
Non-Stress N = 1524
Stress N = 986
2510
Total N

-0.907

-o. 779
-0.693
-0.589
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TABLE VII
(continued)
POSITIVE CORRELATIONS
Correlation
Coefficients

Morbidity
Category

Morbidity
Type

Benign Neoplasm
Ears
Burns and Trauma
Bone, Joint, Muscle
Skin

Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress
Non-stress

0.195
0.559
0.595
0.883
0.892

Arteries and Veins
Genito-urinary
Emotional
Digestive System
Obesity
Nerves and Ganglia
Female Genitals

Stress
Stress
Stress
Stress
Stress
Stress
Stress

0.575
0.675
0.699
o. 719
0.745
0.830
0.956

Non-Stress N
Stress N
Total N

1617
2200
3817

The data in Table VII can be more easily analyzed if they are
broken down into more inclusive categories.

In Table VIII, the cate-

gories have been collapsed into correlation signs (positive or negative), while keeping the distinction between morbidity types.

The

number of morbidities falling into each cell are indicated.
From Table VII it is evident that the distribution of morbidity
types relative to the sign of the correlation coefficients is not significant enough to warrant any general conclusion as to the relationship.

Therefore, high correlations not withstanding, it is evident

that no pattern can be inferred using correlation coefficients as a
measure of the direction of linear relationships.
This finding must be interpreted in the light of the previously
mentioned assumption of linearity of relationship.

If the grouping of
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morbidity types by correlation signs does not produce a significant
difference, between morbidity types, one possible reason may be that
all the relationships in question

~not

linear, but follow some other

pattern that is not a monotonic increase or decrease, and thus is inadequately described by a linear function.

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF MORBIDITY CATEGORIES
OCCURRING IN EACH GROUP OF CORRELATION SIGNS
BY MORBIDITY TYPE, AS LISTED IN
TABLE VII
Sign of Correlation Coefficient
Morbidity
Type

Positive

Negative

Total

Stress-Related

7

4

11

Non-Stress Related

5

8

13

12

12

24

Totals
Chi Square

= 1.511,

df

Level of Significance
II.

=1
=

0.200
CONTROLLED RELATIONSHIPS

Socioeconomic Status
Up to this point in the discussion, only uncontrolled relationships have been examined.

Attention is now turned to the control

variables to examine their effect on morbidity type/density relationships.

Table IX begins this process by setting forth stress-type

morbidity occurrence across density regimes, by socioeconomic status.
The figures presented are the deviation ratios, to provide a basis
of comparison between both the preceding

tables and those to follow.
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TABLE IX
DEVIATION RATIOS OF STRESS-REIATED MORBIDITIES
BY DENSITY REGIMES AND SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS
Density Regime
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.75
1.00

Socioeconomic
Status

Less than
0.26

0.26 to
0.50

Lower

0.985

1.021

0.995

0.920

1.000

Middle

1.000

0.953

1.072

1.018

1.217

Upper

1.173

0.998

0.986

0.850

1. 750

N

Greater
than 1.00

= 2079
In analyzing Table IX, note first that the ratios of the lower

class follow an oscillating pattern, with the largest deviation occurring in the "0.76 to 1.00" regime, and in a negative (underloaded)
direction.

In general, the middle class follows the "high" pattern,·

with all the overloaded cells occurring in the upper regions of density.

The upper class, however, clearly follows the "U" pattern, with

substantial differences occurring in three of the five cells.
To place the relationships in a different perspective, the mode
of analysis is now shifted from deviation ratios to that afforded by
chi square and Tau B.

Table X presents the occurrence of stress and

non-stress related morbidities across density regimes for the three
socioeconomic classes.
The significance level for the lower class is sufficiently high
to warrant a cautious assertion that the type of morbidity occurrence
is associated with density regimes.

However, the strength of the rela-

tionship is obviously quite weak, as indicated by the value of only
0.02 of Kendall's Tau B.

A proportionate reduction of errors of only
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TABLE X
OCCURRENCE OF MORBIDITY TYPES ACROSS
DENSITY REGIMES BY LEVELS OF
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Morbidity
Type
StressRela ted
Non-Stress
Related
Total

LOW SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.26
0.50
0.75
1.00
106

960

144

189

44

1643

105

863

327

210

41

1546

211

1823

671

399

85

3189

Tau B

Chi Square
10.967, df = 4
Level of Significance = 0.0894

Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related
Totals

MIDDLE SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to 0.51 to 0.76 to
0.26
0.50
0.75
1.00

Totals

0.0200

Greater Total
than·.1.00

22

145

82

32

8

289

22

159

71

31

5

288

44

304

153

63

13

577

2.142, df = 4
Chi Square
Level of Significance= 0.7097

Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related

Greater Total
than 1.00

Tau B

HIGH SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to 0.51 to O. 76 to
0.26
1.00
0.50
0.75

0.047

Greater Total
than 1.00

19

70

42

15

l

147

12

65

40

19

0

136

31

135

82

34

1

283

Chi Square = 2.862, df = 4
Level of Significance = 0.5812

Tau B

0.057
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2 percent cannot be regarded as possessing sufficient strength to be
regarded as important.
In examining the level of significance for both middle and high
socioeconomic status patients, it is evident that there is no relationship between morbidity type and density regime.

However, by referring

again to Table IX, it can be noted that the distribution of stressrelated morbidities for the middle class follows a high pattern of
overloading, consistent enough with a variety of other morbidities to
indicate that the same

~of

pattern is emerging.

Returning again to Table IX, note that the upper class pattern
of deviation ratios follows a "U" shaped form, although it is evident
that the region of greatest deviation, that of the density regime
"Greater than 1.00" is based on only 1 patient (Table X).
In summary, the effect of middle or upper social class on the
relationship between morbidity type occurrence and density is found to
be either none, or minimal at best.

For the lower class such a rela-

tionship is found, but the strength of the relationship is quite weak.

Turning to an examination of the impact of age categories on
morbidity type occurrence across density regimes as a starting point of
this investigation, a consideration of the deviation ratios of stressrelated morbidities across density regimes, by age cohorts is in order.
(See Table XI) .
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TABLE XI
DEVIATION RATIOS OF STRESS-RELATED MORBIDITIES
ACROSS DENSITY REGIMES,
BY AGE COHORTS
Age
Cohort
Young
Adult
Mature
Adult
Elderly
Adult

Less than
0.26

0.26 to
o. 50

0.51 to
o. 75

0.76 to
1. 00

0.764

0.926

1. 062

1.115

0.793

0.943

1.025

1.004

0.913

1.111

0.975

1.000

1.127

o. 773

Greater
than 1.00

1.333

The patterns that emerge from Table XI are not particularly
clear cut.

Nevertheless, some general tendencies can be noted.

Looking first at the regime of density "Greater than LOO" persons
per room, observe that both the mature adult and the elderly adult
categories are overloaded.
derly adult cohort.

This is especially noticeable in the el-

The young adult cohort, on the other hand, is

clearly underloaded in this density regime.

This may indicate some

small degree of support for one of the concepts underlying the hypothesis of this paper; namely, that younger persons are more adaptable,
and may find high density circumstances less stressful.

It is also

noteworthy that such a between-cohort distribution pattern occurs only
in the "Greater than 1.00" regime.
It may be recalled from Chapter II that it was suggested that
more than one person per room could create a series of situations
where internal escape space was not available due to distributions of
other persons throughout the available rooms, thus precluding relief
from stress engendered by interpersonal conflict, exacerbated by population press.
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Another characteristic that all cohorts have in conunon is the
overloading in the "0.51 to 0.75" density regime, with the greatest
degree of overloading occurring in the elderly adult cohort.

In ad-

dition, the regime of lowest density is underloaded across all three
cohorts, with the range of lowest to highest running from young adult
at 0.764 deviation ratio to elderly adult at 0.975, with the mature
adult cohort falling in the middle at 0.943.
In examining the general pattern type of the deviation ratios
of Table XI, note that the young adult cohort follows a general "high"
pattern, if the latter density regime of "greater than 1.00" is ignored
(it contains only 2.3 percent of the total cohort observations).

The

mature adult cohort follows the oscillating pattern, while that of the
elderly adult follows the "hump" pattern.

It would appear from the

patterns that higher density is more associated with stress-related
morbidities in the young adult cohort, while the median range of density is more associated with the occurrence of stress-related morbidities in the elderly.
To provide a comparative measure of the amount of variation from
the expected deviation ratio value of 1.000, and since conventional
variance analysis cannot be used (given that the data are not derived
from independent random samples) , the problem can be approached by looking at the mean average of the sum of the differences from the expected
value of 1.000 across each density regime, and within each age cohort.
Table XII indicates the results of each computation.
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TABLE XII
WEIGHTED MEAN AVERAGE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEVIATION
RATIOS AND EXPECTED VALUE OF 1.000 ACROSS
DENSITY REGIMES, BY AGE COHORT
Age Cohort
Young Adult
Mature Adult
Elderly Adult
N

=

Mean Difference
0.089
0.034
0.021

3186

Note that the young adult cohort has the largest mean difference,
whereas the elderly adult cohort has the smallest value.
not be entirely unexpected if adaptability is learned.

This should
This seems to

stand in opposition to some of the previous findings, however.

The

analysis of Table XI indicated that the younger adults may be more,
not less adaptable.

It should also be noted that the widest variation

noted in the elderly adult cohort - that of 0.333 found in the "Greater
than 1.00" density regime - is based on only five patients (See Table XI),
whereas the region of wide variation in the young adult cohort is based
on larger numbers of observations.
Turning to the more traditional measures of relationship,
Table XIII sets forth the frequencies of stress and non-stress related
morbidities across density regimes, by age cohort.
From the significance levels, it would appear that density is
related to the occurrence of morbidity type within all age cohorts.
In none of the age cohorts, however, is the relationship strong, as
measured by Tau B.

In view of this, it must be presumed at this point

that the significance levels are due to the large numbers of observations, rather than reflecting strong relationships.
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TABLE XIII

OCCURRENCE OF MORBIDITY TYPES ACROSS
DENSITY REGIMES BY
AGE COHORT

Morbidity
Type
StressRela ted
Non-Stress
Related
Totals

YOUNG ADULT AGE COHORT
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.26
0.50
0.75
1.00

Totals

187

215

133

13

572

50

472

474

280

26

767

74

659

689

413

39

1339

Totals

=

Tau B = 0.060
df = 4

.0001

MATURE ADULT AGE COHORT
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.26
0.50
1.00
0.75

Greater
than 1.00

Total

106

642

326

162

15

1287

106

547

239

175

32

1154

212

1189

615

337

79

2441

Chi Square
11.050
Level of Significance

Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related

Total

24

Chi Square
116.059
Level of Significance

Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related

Greater
than 1.00

=

Tau B = 0.01
df = 4

.005

ELDERLY ADULT AGE COHORT
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.26
0.50
0.75
1.00

Greater
than 1.00

Total

255

026

118

23

5

1327

248

851

84

34

3

1220

503

1777

202

57

8

2547

Chi Square = 7.128
Level of Significance

=

.100

Tau B = 0.02
df = 4
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Table XIII has indicated that age has some influence on the
morbidity type/ density regime relationship.

It is also possible to

examine relationships between age cohort and density regimes, given
that the patient has contracted a stress-related morbidity.

Table XIV

sets forth this data for stress-related morbidities only, by density
regime and age cohort.

TABLE XIV
STRESS-RELATED MORBIDITY OCCURRENCE BY DENSITY
REGIME AND AGE COHORT

Age
Cohort
Young
Adult
Mature
Adult
Elderly
Adult

Less than
0.26

Totals

Densit:l Regime
0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00

Greater
than 1.00

Total

24

187

215

133

13

572

106

642

326

162

51

1277

255

926

118

23

5

1327

385

1755

159

318

69

3186

Chi Square
587.3, df = 8
Level of Significance = less than 0.0001
The level of significance indicates that we can assert that there
is definitely a relationship between levels of density and age cohort,
given the fact that the individual has developed a stress-related rnorbidity.

Later in this chapter, when the variables are dichotomized

to develop correlation coefficients, this same relationship emerges as
a -0.43 correlation coefficient.

The information presented in Table XIV

therefore acts as additional support for the later correlational
findings.

Social Support
There now remains one additional variable, that of social support.
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The data shown in Table XV reflect the occurrence of morbidity types
across density regimes controlling for social support.

TABLE XV
OCCURRENCE OF MORBIDITY TYPES ACROSS
DENSITY REGIMES BY LEVELS
OF SOCIAL SUPPORT

Morbidity
Type
StressRela ted
Non-Stress
Related
Totals

Less than
0.26

LOW SOCIAL SUPPORT
Density Regime
0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00

173

138

24

13

4

352

185

158

30

20

8

401

358

296

54

33

12

753

Chi Square
2.019, df = 4
Level of Significance= .700

Morbidity
Type
StressRela ted
Non-Stress
Related
Totals

Less than
0.26

Tau B = 0.038

MEDIUM SOCIAL SUPPORT
Density Regime
0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00

Totals

Greater Total
than 1.00

63

144

56

37

?

297

76

139

75

26

2

318

139

283

131

53

9

615

Chi Square
11.262, df = 4
Level of Significance = .020

Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related

Greater Total
than 1.00

Less than
0.26

Tau B

HIGH SOCIAL SUPPORT
Density Regime
0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00

0.012

Greater Total
than 1.00

14

238

122

52

13

439

15

253

109

77

14

468

29

491

231

129

27

907

Chi Square
5.090, df = 4
Level of Significance = .300

Tau B

0.017
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TABLE ~
(continued)

Morbidity
Type
StressRelated
Non-Stress
Related
Totals

VERY HIGH SOCIAL SUPPORT
Density Regime
Less than 0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.26
0.50
0.75
1.00

Greater Total
than 1.00

57

879

340

184

40

1500

44

767

337

193

32

1373

101

1646

677

377

63

2873

Chi Square = 6.142,

Tau B

df = 4

0.032

Level of Significance =.200

In examining the significance levels indicated in Table

~

for

each social support level, it is evident that no significant relationship appears by controlling for low, high or very high social support.
Controlling for medium level social support does produce a level of
significance of some import, indicating that some relationship exists.
However, the low value of Tau B indicates that such a relationship is
extremely weak.
To sununarize, only one level of social support, that of the
medium level, was found to have any effect on morbidity type occurrence across density regimes.

Because the relationship is extremely

weak, as measured by Tau B, it should be regarded as generally unimportant.
In addition to the analysis of social support as an intervening
or qualifying variable, it is possible to examine the deviation ratios
of stress-related morbidities across the various density regimes, by
level of social support, to determine if any significant patterns of
over or under loadings occur.

Table

~I

presents this information.
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TABLE XVI
DEVIATION RATIOS OF STRESS-RELATED MORBIDITIES
ACROSS DENSITY REGIMES, BY
LEVELS OF SOCIAL SUPPORT

Social
Support

Less than
0.26

Density Regime
0.26 to
0.51 to 0.76 to
0.50
0.75
1.00

Greater
than 1.00

Pattern

Low

1.034

0.997

0.944

0.841

0.688

Medium

0.938

1.054

0.887

1. 058

1.600

Low
High
Oscil.

High
Very
High

1.000

1.002

1.090

0.831

1.000

Oscil.

1.086

1.023

0.962

0.939

1.080

"U"

Total N

2588

Of the four levels of social support, that in the low region has
the clearest pattern.

Note that the low level has a definite low pat-

tern of overloading, with a definite inverse relationship to density.
The patterns of the other levels are not as definite.

The medium

level indicates a tendency to be overloaded towards the upper range
of the density continuum, but there is also an overloaded cell in the
"0.26 to 0.50" regime, while both the next lower and next higher regimes are underloaded.

The high level of social support is clearly an

oscillating pattern, with very little deviation from the expected
value except in the "0.76 to 1.00" regime.

The very high level of

social support appears to follow a "U" pattern, although the deviations
appear to be minimal.

As an explanation of the clear pattern found in

the level of low social support, it may be that the sheer presence of
others, even non-significant others may serve to mitigate somewhat the
hypothesized effects of population press, as long as population density
does not exceed some critical limit.

The only overloaded cell is found
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in circumstances of very low density, indicating that the patients
living in these circumstances are relatively isolated, physically as
indicated by the low density regime in which they reside, and socially
as indicated by their low level of social support.

The two factors

combined may account for the overloaded cell occurring in that particular position, as opposed to other levels of density which have
their overloaded cells differently distributed.

Analysis of Representative Morbidities
Up to this point in the analysis, we have been examining morbidity types, which are combinations of several morbidity categories.
As may be recalled from Table IV and Table V, the patterns of deviation ratios within each type are not consistent, but may in fact load
in opposite density regimes.

This fact may account, in part, for the

singular lack of significant density regime/morbidity type relationships that have been examined in the preceeding pages.

To further in-

vestigate this problem, it will become necessary to temporarily set
aside the operationalization of morbidities into stress-related and
non-stress related types and instead examine individual categories of
morbidities within each type, as well as across types.

It would appear

that one of the points to be inferred from Tables IV, V, and VI is that
if density is stressful, its effect on morbidity occurrence cannot be
inferred by categorization of morbidities into broad types.

It should

be noted, however, that the stress-related type is considerably more
consistent in exhibiting clearly defined patterns than is the non-stress
related type.
The pattern distributions from Table IV and Table V can serve
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as the basis of choosing representative morbidities.

Of the eleven

morbidities appearing in Table IV, six of them follow the high pattern.

Of these six, morbidities of the female genitals follow the

most clear pattern across density regimes.

In addition, it is of

sufficient frequency that it occurs in nearly all density regimes.
Also, its stress component has been fairly well established by prior
research (Stokols, 1972; Dodge, unpublished article), and thus could
fairly be chosen as representative of stress-related morbidities, in
that it follows the modal deviation pattern.

From Table V, it can be

noted that no clear majority of pattern types of non-stress related
morbidities is to be found.

Although there are four "U" shaped patterns,

the infrequency of venereal disease (total N

=

6) renders it unac-

ceptable for our purpose, thus reducing the usable frequency of the "U"
pattern to only two.

The low pattern is the next most prevalent, and

from those three morbidities displaying such a form, that of morbidities of the eye has been chosen on the basis of its probable lack of
stress components.

Some case could be made for a higher stress compon-

ent in both the other morbidities present in the "low" pattern (Aakster,
1974; Dodge, unpublished article).

Although each of the representative

morbidities is the extreme case of deviation ratio patterning, each
is nevertheless representative of an "ideal type" found to be most prevalent in each of the morbidity types.
The investigation is best begun by approaching the two ideal
morbidity types using traditional measures of association.

The levels

of significance for these two types of morbidities, with the indicated
controls are given in Table XVII.
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In examining Table XVII, note that four types of controls produce levels of significance of 0.10 or less:

middle socioeconomic

status, mature adult age cohort, high social support, and very high
social support.

With this table as a guideline, each of these par-

ticular controls can be examined in more detail.

TABLE XVII
COMPARISON OF SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF "IDEAL TYPE"
MORBIDITIES ACROSS DENSITY REGIMES,
BY CONTROL VARIABLES
Control
Variable

Chi Square

Level of
Significance

Base N

Socioeconomic
Status
Low

Middle
High

20.825
Less than 0.001
4.465
0.300*
Not Applicable**

Age Cohort
Young Adult
Mature Adult
Elderly Adult

201
21

1.205
8.282
0.558

0.85*
Less than 0.001
0.98

125
138
127

4.363
6.396
10.504
27.760

0.30*
Less than 0.20*
Less than 0.05
Less than 0.001

48
54
68
157

Social Support
Low

Medium
High
Very High
*Not Significant

**No incidence of morbidities of the female genitals occurs in high
socioeconomic status patients in the population under study.

The two "ideal type" morbidities, compared in terms of percentages occurring in each density regime for each of the controlling
variables found to b.e significant at a 0.10 level or less, are displayed in Table XVIII.
First, it can be noted that in the case of stress-related

Very
High
Social
Support

High
Social
Support

1.0

1.4

Non-stress
Related

0.0

Non-stress
Related

StressRelated

1.9

13.6

6.4

StressRelated

Non-stress
Related

StressRelated

0.0

Non-stress
Related

Mature
Adult

0.0%

StressRelated

Middle
SES

Less than
0.26

Morbidity
'fype

Control
Variable

77.1

39.1

83.3

33.9

56.8

42.6

90.0

50.0

11.4

36.8

16.7

32.1

20.5

29.8

0.1

40.0

Densit:t Re~ime
0.26 to 0.51 to
0.50
0.75

10.0

19.5

0.0

26.8

9.1

12.8

0.0

0.0

0.76 to
1.00

COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGES OF "IDEAL TYPE"
MORBIDITIES ACROSS DENSITY REGIMES,
BY CONTROL VARIABLES

TABLE XVIII

o.o

3.4

0.0

5.4

o.o

8.5

o.o

10.0

Greater than
1.00

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0%

Total

70

87

10

56

44

94

11

10

Base
N

CJl

O"I
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morbidity, some percentages are found in the region of greatest density (greater than 1.00) regardless of the controlling variable employed.

The occurrence of the non-stress related morbidity tends to

be clustered towards the lower or middle range of the density regimes.
In no case does the non-stress related morbidity occur in the "greater
than 1.00" density regime.

In addition, wide differences in percen-

tages appear within the various density regimes.
Rather than simply note the degree of difference, a better approach might be to examine the percentages within each density regime,
for each control variable, and, using differences of proportions
techniques, evaluate the significance of each set of differences.
Table XIX sets forth such significance levels for each density regime,
by the controlling variable.
TABLE XIX
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR DIFFERENCES IN PERCENTAGES
OF "IDEAL" MORBIDITY TYPES ACROSS DENSITY
REGIMES, BY CONTROL VARIABLES
Controlling
Variable

Less than
0.26

Middle
SES
Mature
Adult
High Social
Support
Very High
Social Support

Density Regime
0.26 to
0.51 to
0.50
0.75

0.76 to
1.00

Greater
than 1.00

N/A

0.0192

0.0500

N/A

0.0001

0.001

0.0500

0.1271

*

0.0603

*

0.0007

0.1515

0.0322

*

0.0001

0.0001

0.0537

*
0.0606

*Not significant
All but one of the control variables produce a significant
difference in percentages of morbidity types.

Both the mature adult
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and the very high social support variables produce a significance at
about the same level.

It should also be noted that although the

direction of occurrence was not anticipated in advance for socioeconomic status, it was hypothesized that high social support would
tend to produce a reduction in stress-related morbidities, especially
in regimes of high density.
this is not the case.

By referring to Table XVIII, we note that

The non-stress related morbidity has no occur-

rence in the "greater than 1. 00" density regime, while the stressrelated morbidity does occur in that regime, even with very high social
support.

This finding tends to work against the acceptance of the

hypothesis of an inverse relationship of social support and stressrelated morbidity occurrence.
The control variable of middle socioeconomic status produces
a significance level of 0.0001, with the highest percentage occurring
in the stress-related region.

This is not entirely outside the pale

of the hypothesized relationships, in the sense that the occurrence
of stress-related morbidities in the regions of higher density was
one of the original hypotheses.

If density is stressful, then it

follows that stress-related morbidities should be disproportionately
represented in regions of higher density.

However, since only the

middle socioeconomic status is represented in Table XIX, it cannot
be asserted that the hypothesis is supported, without many qualifications attached to such assertion.

This finding of significant differ-

ences occurring in only one class may indicate some minor support for
the concept thatfi-nterpretational patterns of the meaning of density
are class-specific.

Given that the stress-related morbidity has a

greater percentage of occurrence than the non-stress related morbidity
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in each of the controlling variable categories in the regime of highest density, it can be observed that stress-related morbidity is significantly associated with middle socioeconomic status, mature adulthood, and very high social support for those patients living in regimes of high density.
Moving to the next lower level of density, that of "O. 76 to 1.00"
note that only two of the control variables produce any significant
differences in the morbidity type distributions.

Both

hiqh social

support and very high social support are associated with significant
differences of proportions within that density regime.

Referring to

Table XVIII, note that in each case the highest percentage of occurrence is in the stress-related category.

Therefore it can be concluded

that both high and very high social support are more closely associated
with stress-related morbidities than with non-stress related morbidities at this level of density.

As with the previously discussed

density regime, this relationship is the opposite of that anticipated
by the hypothesis.

If the effect of social support were to reduce

density-induced stress, it would be expected that a significantly
higher percentage of non-stress morbidities would have been found.
It may also be noted that the mature adult control variable produces
no significant difference at this density.· level, although it clearly
had an effect in the "greater than 1. 00" regime.

One explanation for

this may be that there is a level of density that is more stressful to
those in the mature age cohort.

Because each life cycle stage has

associated with it its own set of expectations relative to success,
achievement, or related factors that find their expression in physical referents such as housing size, this may be a matter of perceived
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status inconsistency, as found by Levy and Herzog (1974).

Those in

the middle years of life who are living in crowded conditions may be
less adaptable than their younger counterparts, with the problem being compounded by life cycle changes, both psychological and physiological, as well as social alterations due to maturing children and
increased noise levels within the household.

Given that the analysis

of Table XVIII indicated that no middle socioeconomic status patients
in the study population are found in this density regime, it may be
that those mature adults under discussion are either low or high status patients.

If in fact they are high status patients, the explana-

tion of status inconsistency takes on added support.

If they are low

status patients, then the foregoing explanation of other psychosocial
factors may be appropriate.
In the "0.51 to 0.75" density regime, only two of the control
variables have produced significant differences:
economic status ard very high social support.

those of middle socio-

The significance levels

found in the mature adult and high social support variables are not substantial enough to warrant further analysis.

The level found in the

middle status group is a continuation of the same type of relationship
found in the "greater than 1.00" density regime, with 40 percent of the
stress-related morbidity found in this lower regime, as opposed to only
9.1 percent of the non-stress morbidity.

Because this difference is

significant at the 0.0500 level, it can be cautiously asserted that
this level of density is significantly associated with a relatively high
occurrence of stress-related morbidities for middle class patients.
Why this is so may be explained by the same line of reasoning that was
put forth for the difference found in very high density regimes.
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Here, however, the theoretical foundation for the explanation is somewhat more shaky, inasmuch as the data reflect a home environment that
allows more than one room per person.

"Escape space" therefore exists

in this density regime, whereas it does not in the highest density regime.

It may well be that some other variable not under analysis is

covarying with density to produce this effect at this level of density.

The alternative is to assert that this density level is also

stressful for patients of middle status, for reasons not included in
the theoretical rationale underlying this research.
Very high social support is also closely associated with a significant difference of proportions between morbidity types at this
level.

Again, the larger of the two percentages is found in the stress-

related category, thus further eroding the hypothesis that higher levels of social support should be associated with proportionately lower
percentages of stress-related morbidities.
Moving to the "0.26 to 0.50" density regime, we find that all
control variables reveal significant differences.

It should also be

noted from Table XVIII that the highest percentage shift from stress to
non-stress categories occurs in this density regime.

This is not unex-

pected, in a general sense, as it was hypothesized that stress morbidities are more related to higher levels of density, regardless of control variables employed, and that the lower levels of density should
therefore be more closely associated with non-stress morbidities.
This pattern is borne out in this density regime, with significant
differences occurring across all control categories.

It should be

noted, however, that the most significant differences occur in the
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categories of high and very high social support.

This specific con-

trol category further mitigates against the hypothesized relationship
of social support and occurrence of morbidity type, since we would be
led to believe that the differences should be non-significant at this
low density level.

This clearly is not the case.

Only in the region

of extremely low density does the percentage difference cease to be
significant.
In the regime of lowest density, only one significant relationship emerges

- that of the mature adult category.

Here the relation-

ship is in the direction predicted by the hypothesis, with a greater
incidence of non-stress related morbidities.

This lends some very

marginal support to the hypothesized relationship of density and morbidity type occurrence, at least within the mature adult category.

It

should also be noted that at this level of density, social support as
a control produces no significant difference in percentages between
the two morbidity categories.

This is also in the anticipated direc-

tion, for according to expectations, social support should only have
an effect at the more stressful higher regimes of density.

Thus,

there is clearly an effect, but not in the hypothesized direction.
Before proceeding to another

mode of analysis, a brief summary

of the foregoing findings is in order.

The "ideal type" stress-rela-

ted morbidity is found in the hypothesized relationship to density
both the middle socioeconomic status and mature adult control categories.

In both these control categories, stress-related morbidities are

significantly overrepresented in the regimes of high density and significantly underrepresented in the regimes of low density.

Applying the
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control variable of high or very high social support rt.;''erses the relationships found in the middle status and mature adult categories, by
indicating significant over representation of the stress-related morbidity in the regions of both moderate and high density.

The hypothe-

sized relationship between density and morbidity type occurrence is
clearly not affected by a high level of social support.

Thus the

hypothesis that high levels of social support are associated with proportionately low levels of stress-related morbidity is not supported,
and must be rejected.

It could, in fact, be asserted that high levels

of social support are associated with statistically significant disproportionate levels of stress-related morbidities.
As a final statement in this line of analysis, and before moving
on to the correlational analysis phase, the deviation ratios across
density regimes, as they appear with the other variables acting as
controls may be examined.

The deviation ratios of the "ideal types"

across density regimes for the various levels of the controlling variables are depicted in Table XXI.
The deviation ratios are listed without controls across the top
row.

Note that both reflect the expected patterns; high in the case

of the stress morbidity and low for the non-stress type.

Next, notice

that the high pattern for the stress-related type holds constant in
six of the ten control categories applicable to it.

Only in the cate-

gories of elderly adult, low social support, and high social support
does this dominant pattern disappear.

On the other hand, the non-

stress morbidity indicates little consistency, with the low pattern of
the uncontrolled state being found in only three of the control
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TABLE XX
DEVIATION RATIOS FOR "IDEAL" MORBIDITY TYPES
ACROSS DENSITY REGIMES, BY
CONTROL VARIABLES
Density Regime
More
than
1.00

Control
Variable

Morbidity
Type

0.0 to
0.25

0.26 to
0.50

0.51 to
0.75

0.76 to
1.00

None

Stress
Non-Stress

0.560
1.040

o. 724
1.236

1. 520
0.637

1. 764
0.636

2.053

Stress
Non-Stress

0.439
0.670

0.668
1. 238

1.367
0.657

2.056
0.503

1.833

0.949
1. 745

1.509
o. 343

0.909

1.677

0.345

Low SES

Middle SES

High SES

Stress
Non-Stress
Stress
Non-Stress

Pattern
Type
H

-*

L

H

Hump
4.348** H
L

Hump

Young
Adult

Stress
Non-Stress

0.818

0.867
1.011

1. 042
1. 211

1.292
1. 023

0. 3?1** H
H/Hump

Mature
Adult

Stress
Non-Stress

0.736
1.536

0.875
1.166

1.183
0.813

0.928
0.659

2.656

Elderly
Adult

Stress
Non-Stress

1.056
0.741

0.956
1.085

1.051
0.734

1.909
1.883

Low Social
Support

Stress
Non-Stress

o. 779

1.036
1.333

0.514
0.667

1.682

0.903

Medium Soc.
Support

Stress
Non-Stress

0.327
1.473

1.042
0.568

1. 390
1.390

1. 721
1.286

u

High Social
Support

Stress
Non-Stress

1.320
1.540

0.561
0.655

1.007

u

Very High
Social
Support

Stress
Non-Stress

0.682
0.789

1.559
0.808

1.489
1.817

0.314
1. 371

*Dash indicated cell frequency of zero
** indicates cell frequency of 1

H
L

u
Oscil.
7.400** Q:;c.
Hump
H

L

1. 545
2.958

Pattern Totals
Non-Stress
Stress
High - 6
High - 0
Low - 3
Low - 0
"U"- 2
"0" - 2
0 - 1
0 - 1
Hump (P)-3
Hump (P)-0
H P - 1

H

u
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categories, while the hump pattern is found as frequently.

Miscel-

laneous patterns such as the "U" and the "O" are found with equal
frequency in each morbidity type, although not always under the same
control variable.

The principal indication here is that the stress-

related morbidity maintains its relationship to population density
much more consistently than does the non-stress related type.

Al-

though individual cell values may vary, the pattern is fairly consistent. It might be expected that both morbidity types would fall
into an inconsistent pattern for elderly adults.

The myriad health

problems .of the elderly may override or mask any effect of population
density as a major causative factor in morbidity development.

Whether

the onset of degenerative morbidities typical of the elderly is excaberated by environmental stress is an open question.

The oscil-

lating pattern of the stress morbidity found in the low social support
category has as its lowest point a medium range of density (0.51 to
0.75).

However, this density regime is not consistently the low point

in other oscillating or "U" shaped patterns within other controlling
categories.

Nevertheless, the only other different pattern for the

stress-type morbidity, found in the high social support controlling
category, also has its lowest point in this density regime.

Whether

or not this is significant cannot at this point be determined, but
it should be noted as another indication of the general consistency
found in the stress-related type, but not in the non-stress related
morbidity.
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Correlation and Regression Analysis
DENSITY
l
3

~

SOCIAL
SUPPORT
6

/

MORBIDITY
TYPE

/'O

Figure 1. Theoretical causal model of relationships between
variables.

Figure 1 sets forth the causal model that includes all possible
paths.

The rationale that directed the placement of the arrow direc-

tions is founded both on logic and theory.

First, Age must be regarded

as an antecedent variable relative to any of the other four variables.
It should be clear that none of these other variables could logically
be regarded as a cause of Age.

The placement of arrows on paths 1,2,3,

and 4 is dictated by this reasoning.

Morbidity type has been regarded

as the basic dependent variable throughout this thesis.

The method-

ology was designed to examine the effects of various variables on
morbidity type occurrence.

Therefore, Age, Density, SES, and Social

Support are all regarded as antecedent to Morbidity Type.

This reason-

ing demands the placement of arrows on paths 6, 8, and 10 in the direction indicated.

SES is regarded as causative of Density (path 5)

because Density is regarded as being directly affected by housing size,
which in turn is partly determined by budgetary constraints reflected
in the income component of SES.

The direction of the arrow on path 8

is largely determined by theoretical considerations.

It may be re-

called that the degree of social support was hypothesized to affect
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the development of the type of morbidity, by diminishing density related stress as reflected in lower stress-related morbidity occurrence.

Hence the direction of causation must move from Social Sup-

port to Morbidity Type.

SES is seen as a determinant of Social Sup-

port, based on the idea that Social Support may be partly dependent
on class-specific value sets which could affect the nature of the
interpersonal relationships found in a primary group setting.

The

concept that Density is a cause of Social Support is based on the idea
that beyond some degree of density, Social Support as a reducer of
stress becomes evident.

It may be recalled that this particular hy-

pothesis was not supported by the evidence examined in the preceeding
pages.

Thus the direction of causation of path 7 is seen as moving

from Density to Social Support.
As a final approach to the analysis of these data, Tables XXI,
XXII, and XXIII are presented.

Table XXI lists the correlation coef-

ficients between the variables, operationalized as outlined in Chapter III.

Table XXII reoperationalizes the dichotomization of the

variables, while Table XXII presents the correlation matrix for these
reoperationalized variables.

Figure 2 presents the associated path

diagram.
It is evident from Table XXI that the primary hypothesis of this
thesis, that there exists a direct relationship between the degree of
density and the occurrence of stress-related morbidity is not supported.
The same conclusion must be drawn for the relationship between age and
social support.
categories.

There is no difference in social support between age

Socioeconomic status (SES) also has practically no rela-

tionship to the type of morbidity developed.

There is a strong
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TABLE XX!
ZERO ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
DICHOTOMIZED VARIABLES, AS ORIGINALLY
OPERATIONALIZED

Age
Age

Density
-0.450

Density

SES

Morbidity
Type

0.150

-0.002

-0.095

-0.033

0.150

0.008

-0.040

-0.007

SES
Social
Support

Social
Support

0.040

0

relationship, however, between density and age.

This is not sur-

prising, given that differences in home density are partly determined
by the presence or absence of children, which in turn is partly
affected by age or life cycle stage.
the patient is also related to age.

The economic level achieved by
This latter point is borne out

by the relationship between age and SES, although the direct relation
between SES and density is extremely weak.

The strongest single cor-

relation between morbidity type and any other variable is that stemming from age.

It can be seen clearly from Table XXI that the effect

of density on morbidity type is practically nil.

Social support is

positively related to density indicating that higher density is associated with higher levels of social support.

The relationship be-

tween social support and morbidity type is a positive one, although
apparently quite weak.
As has been noted in the preceding pages, the directions of
change within morbidity types is not consistent.

The distortions

introduced by this fact led to the selection of representative types
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to re-analyze many of the relationships.

Table XX! utilized dichoto-

mized variables which contain much internal variation, making it desirable to reoperationalize some of the variables in the light of
what has been found so far, and to apply path analysis techniques.
If relationships exist, it may well be that the original operationalization may have produced a masking effect.

The reoperationalization

of the variables is shown in Table XXII.
TABLE XXII
REOPERATIONALIZATION OF
DICHOTOMIZED VARIABLES
Variable

Reoperationalization

Density

Low - 0.0 to 0.50 persons per room
High - 0.51 or more persons per room

Age

Younger - 20 to 34 years of age
Older - 35 or more years of age

Social
Support

Low - Index values of 1 or 2
High - Index values of 3 or 4

Socioeconomic
Status

Low - Index values of 1,2,3, or 4
High - Index values of 5,6,7, or 8

Morbidity
Type

Stress-related - Female genitals
Non-Stress Related - Eyes

The primary alterations which have been made are in the morbidity
type and age variables.

The prior operationalization combined several

morbidity categories into a single type, thus giving rise to the problems previously discussed.

The prior operationalization of the age

groups had its breaking point at age 45, the middle of the mature
adult category.

Social support was previously dichotomized on the

basis of marital status, on the theory that being married was equal in
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terms of affective-linked stress reduction to two of the alternative
sources of primary group social support.

The data presented in Table

XXI do not bear out this conceptualization of the relative merits of
being married or unmarried.

Since this thesis is primarily an inquiry

into the nature of the relationships rather than a formal test of
hypotheses, it is felt that reoperationalization of this variable is
justified, if such reoperationalization can clarify any aspect of the
interactions of the variables under consideration.

In the new opera-

tionalization, the index scores are used without reference to marital
status.

Table XXIII presents the zero order correlation coefficients

derived from the reoperationalized variables.

TABLE XXIII
ZERO ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
DICHOTOMIZED VARIABLES, AS
REOPERATIONALIZED

Density
Age

-0.43

Density
SES

SES

Social
Support

Ideal
Morbidity
Type*

0.18

-0.07

-0.42

-0.17

0.16

0.41

0.03

-0.25

Social
Support

0.10

*The sign of the correlation coefficient is determined by the relationship to stress-related morbidity.

It can be seen from Table XXIII that substantial differences
emerge through the reoperationalization.

This is especially evident

in the correlations between density and morbidity type, socioeconomic
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status and morbidity type, and density and socioeconomic status.
Table XXIV sets forth a comparison of the zero order correlation listed in Table XXIII and the regression coefficients calculated from them.

TABLE XXIV
COMPARISON OF ZERO ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND
BETA WEIGHTS OF ALL VARIABLES EXAMINED

Relationship
Age to Density
Age to SES

Zero Order
Correlation

Partial
Regression
Coefficient
(Beta Weight)

-0.43

-0.41

0.18

. . . . . . . .

0.18

Age to Morb. Type

-0.42

0.29

Age to Soc. Supp.

-0.07

0.0

SES to Density

-0.17

-0.11

SES to Soc. Supp.

0.03

0.0

SES to Morb. Type

-0.25

-0.20

Dens. to Morb. Type

0.41

0.23

Dens. to Soc. Supp.

0.16

0.16

Soc. Supp. to Morb.

0.10

0.04

Figure 2 presents the path diagram based on information derived from
Table XXIV.

The standardized regression coefficients presented are

partials, with the controls employed being obvious from the diagram.

To.

DENSITY

-o.41
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O .\.\.()
SES .,.. ..

\
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~
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Figure 2.
Path diagram for dichotomized variables, as reoperationalized.

It will be noted from Figure 2 that two of the regression coefficients listed in Table XXIV have no counterpart in the beta weights
shown on the paths of Figure 2.

Both Age to Social Support, control-

ling for Density, and SES, to Social Support, controlling for Density
are very nearly zero, and have thus been excluded as probably spurious.
In ana]yzing Figure 2, it can be seen that density has a considerable impact on morbidity type.

This finding is clearly in line

with the major hypothesis of this thesis.

The sign

of the correla-

tions, as found in Table XXIII, as well as their magnitude, also provide information that serves to corroborate the earlier findings from
the contingency tables.

Age is negatively correlated with density,

with a zero order correlation coefficient of -0.43.

This makes sense

when we note that higher age is associated with higher socioeconomic
status, while socioeconomic status is negatively related to density.
It will be recalled that one of the reasons for including socioeconomic status in the model was its anticipated effect on the size of
dwelling that could be afforded.

This is borne out by the -0.17

correlation coefficient, which indicates that htgher socioeconomic
status is associated with lower density.

Age is also negatively re-

lated to density, independent of any effect socioeconomic status may
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have.

This relationship of lower age to higher density may be a func-

tion of the life stage of the patients.

Those in the younger age cate-

gories are more likely to have children present in the home, thus increasing the density regardless of the size of the dwelling.
Socioeconomic status is negatively related to the occurrence
of the stress-related morbidity.

Table XX indicates that the lower

class is overloaded in the regimes of higher density, and thus appears
to be more susceptible to density-induced stress.

In looking at the

partial regression coefficients in Figure 2, it should be noted that
the relationship persists.

Patients from the lower socioeconomic sta-

tus group have a higher relative occurrence of stress-related morbidities than do those patients in the upper socioeconomic strata, when
age, density, and social support are controlled.
The relationship of density to social support is positive, indicating that higher social support is associated with higher density.
This may be accounted for by a factor not measured in this study, but
which is implied in both density and social support.

It may be re-

called that two of the three elements in the social support index are
related to the number of people available to assist the patient in his
post-discharge recovery.

From the positive direction of the coef-

ficient, it is possible that both density and social support are
measuring the same element:
households.

the number of persons in the patients'

That this is not entirely the case, however, is indicated

by the large difference in the correlations between social support and
morbidity type and density and morbidity type.

If both variables were

measuring exactly the same thing, then the correlations should be nearly identical.

The positive sign of the correlation between social
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support and morbidity type does indicate that the hypothesis that
stress morbidity occurrence should vary inversely with the degree of
social support is clearly not borne out.

As previously mentioned in

the discussion of the contingency tables, social support does not
appear to act as a modifier of density-related stress.
The correlation between density and "ideal" morbidity types
gives clear support to the hypothesized relationship between density
and stress-related morbidities.

Both the magnitude of the coefficient,

as well as its positive sign serve as additional indications that such
a relationship does exist at a significant level.
However, it must be clearly borne in mind that this correlation
emerged only when two morbidity categories were chosen as being representative of a general type, and that such categories were chosen
on the basis of being most representative of the most prevalent deviation ratio pattern found within the morbidity types.

This may

indicate a lack of generalizability of these findings to the broad
range of specific morbidity categories found in either of the two
morbidity types.

This is indicated by the singular lack of relation-

ship found when all relevant morbidity categories were included in the
morbidity types (Table XXI).

Nevertheless, a relationship has been

found that tends to support the prime hypothesis, even though the
relationship is not as all-inclusive as was originally postulated.
Table XXIV sets forth the portion of the total variance in the
dependent variable (morbidity type) accounted for by the independent
variables examined in this thesis.
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TABLE XXV
COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION OF
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Independent
Variable

Percent of
Explained
Variance

Coefficient of
Determination

Age

0.210

66%

Socioeconomic Status

0.020

6

Density

0.090

28

Social Support

0.004

1

Totals

0.320

101%*

*Due to rounding.

From Table XXV it is evident that Age accounts for more of
the variance than any other single independent variable, followed
by Density, Socioeconomic Status, and Social Support, in that order.
It is also evident that 32 percent of the variance in the dependent
variable is accounted for by the four independent variables, leaving
68 percent of the variance in the dependent variable unaccounted for.
This should not be surprising, as disease etiology is clearly a combination of many factors.

Of perhaps greater interest is the third

column of Table XXIV, which indicates the relative explanatory
strengths of the independent variables in the model.

It will be noted

that Density has an explanatory power over four times as great as that
of social class.

It is also clear that the inexorable process of aging

has a far greater effect on morbidity type occurrence than any social
or environmental circumstance examined.

The low coefficient of deter-

mination of Social Support corroborates the earlier findings that
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Social Support has little or no effect on the type of morbidity developed, and thus may be inferred to have insignificant effect on
stress reduction.

At best, it can only be concluded that the effect

of social support on stress reduction cannot be determined through
the type of analysis employed in this thesis.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although some conclusions have been put forth in the preceding
chapter, it would be advantageous to a more complete understanding of
the findings if they were presented in a more compact and systematic
foremat.

To facilitate this process, the results obtained in Chapter

IV are compared with the hypothesized relationships put forth in
Chapter II.
Hypothesis 1, Chapter II, states that if other variables are
equal, higher levels of density will be associated with a disproportionately high occurrence of stress-related morbidities.

It has been

found that this relationship holds in only some circumstances, and
only for certain morbidity categories.

It cannot categorically be

asserted that all stress-related morbidities are associated with high
degrees of population density.

As was indicated in Chapter IV, some

stress-related categories are disproportionately represented in regimes
of low density.

Therefore, the hypothesis cannot be accepted without

severe qualifications.

In light of the findings of this paper, a

modified version of the hypothesis would assert that some stressrelated morbidities are associated with high population density.
Taking the stress-related morbidity type as a whole, it was found that
more stress-related morbidities were disproportionately represented in
regions of high density than were categories within the non-stress
related type.

Although significant relationships were found, they
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were in general quite weak.

It was only when two specific categories

were chosen from each morbidity type as representative examples of
their respective morbidity type that strong relationships were found.
The second hypothesis asserted that higher socioeconomic status
should be more closely associated with stress-related morbidities than
low socioeconomic status.

The data do not support this hypothesis,

but rather indicate that low socioeconomic status is associated with
disproportionate numbers of stress-related morbidities.

The cor-

relative hypothesis, that high degrees of density should be interpreted
by higher socioeconomic status patients as more stressful, and that
such interpretative mechanisms should find their expression in increased stress-related morbidity occurrence, is likewise not supported.

There is some indirect evidence, however, that such dif-

ferential interpretative schemes are at work, because there are clear
differences in the occurrence of stress-related morbidities across
social classes.

As has been noted, however, the disproportionate

occurrence appears in the lower class, not in the upper class as
hypothesized.
The third hypothesis stated that age is inversely related to
social support.

From the data, it would appear that age has little

or no relationship to social support.

It will be recalled from the

discussion in Chapter IV that the Beta weight between Age and Social
Support, controlling for Density became zero, and that the zero
order correlation was of small magnitude (-0.07).
The final hypothesis put forth the idea that higher levels of
social support would be associated with lower occurrence of stress-
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related morbidities.

The data clearly do not support this contention.

Social support is only marginally related to morbidity type, and the
direction of the relationship is in the direction opposite to that
postulated in the hypothesis.

Social support is directly related to

the occurrence of stress-related morbidities.

As briefly mentioned

in Chapter IV, this may be accounted for by the possibility that both
density and social support are measuring

some of the same elements.

Density is clearly a function of the number of people residing in
the patients' homes, and the social support index has as two of its
elements the number of persons available to care for patients after
discharge from the hospital.

It is logical to assume that if more

people were residing in the patients' homes, there would be more
people to provide care.
the density measure.

Thus the social support measure may overlap

This is partly borne out by the positive cor-

relation coefficient between density and social support.
One of the principal concepts underlying this thesis is that the
development of stress-related morbidities is the objective result of
patients

failing to functionally adapt to environmental stress.

A line

of reasoning which has not been heretofore mentioned, but which is
perhaps as plausible as the foregoing concept, is that the development
of such a morbidity itself may be a variety of functional adaptation.
The "sick role" removes the patient from the environmental stress
through hospitalization, relieves responsibility pressures, and can
restructure interpersonal relationships.

This particular line of

reasoning may bear further study.
One area of research into social stress which has received little
attention, but which could open doors into fruitful lines of research
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is that dealing with the biological and physiological aspects of
social interaction.

Although this line of inquiry is not possible

using ex-post-facto data, as in this study, and would require an
experimental setting, it could prove to be a line of inquiry that
would throw increased light on the relationships between environmental
circumstance, socio-cultural adaptive mechanisms, and social behavior.
If further studies of the same type as this thesis were to be
done, alternative approaches might produce more clear cut results.

In

regard to the operationalization of the dependent variable, that is,
Morbidity Type, the findings of this thesis indicate that a more
narrow definition of morbidity type produces considerably more significant relationships than when more inclusive categories are used.

It

might prove worLhwhile to examine individual morbidities, such as hypertension, rather than the more inclusive morbidity categories as were
used in this study.
Another approach which might be of benefit is to examine the relationship between population density in the home and the occurrence of
any type of disease.

This would probably involve a random sample of

the general population, but might give some indication as to the role
played by home population density and general morbidity occurrence.
Another aspect ignored in this thesis, but which might have some bearing on morbidity development is the relationship between internal
(home) density and external (area) density and the occurrence of disease
in general, or its bearing on differential rates of morbidity type
occurrence.
Although the variables examined in this study have some theoretical
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basis for inclusion, it appears that other means of operationalizing
them might be an improvement.
ample of this.

Social Support is perhaps the best ex-

An accepted measure of group cohesion would probably

tap more of the qualities of Social Support than the measures employed
in this study.

Other variables which might have some bearing on mor-

bidity development, such as religosity, as a stress-reduction mechanism,
might also be brought into a future study.
The implications of the findings of this study for social policy
and urban planning are not overwhelming, but they may be regarded as a
minor contribution to a growing body of knowledge in the field of social
epidemiology.
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APPENDIX A

_PATIENT PERSONAL HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE
BESS KAISER lfOSPITAl
TODAY'S DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'lEASE DO NO 1 HARK IN THE SHADED AREAS
DISREGARD All NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES

01

(1-21

(14-21)

(10-13)

Y°':'r cooperation in ans ..ering the follo,.in~ questions will aid your physicun and "': 1 provide
tnformat1on to help the Health Plan 1mprowe serv1ce. Please read the questions carefully !-d f·ll
tn the bhnks or check I.he .ippropriate boxes. Your answers wtll be strict Iv confidential. 7nar.' you.
A0Da£SS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1.

DATE OF BIRTH: (Month, Day & Year) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(32-35)

WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT MARITAL STATUS: (Pluse check a;ipropr11te box)
ONever Marrw(o)
Remnr1ed (2)
BWtdo111ed (.t)
O Married (1)
Divorced (3)
Separated (5)

8

3.

rrJ/yr

(36) _ _ __

lltAT SERIOUS ILLN[SSES HAVE YOU HAO? (like·Pneumon1a, Typhoid, ttc.)

~

!!!r.ll~--0-1-se_a_s_•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _v•_·~1
(2~}

.t.
5.
6.

HOW HAHY CHILDREN 00 YOU HAVE? - - - - - HOii MANY PEOPLE LIVE IN YOUR RES[DENCE1 (Include yourself) - - - - - HOW MANY ROOMS ARE IN YOUR RESIDENCE? (Exclude bathrooins)

7.

DO YOU PRESENTLY Sl'ilKE CIGARETTES?

~.

9.

0

QNo (0)

Yu (1)

_ _ __

(38) _ _ __

(39) _ _ __
(.tol_ (41l_
(42) _ _ __

O

IF YOU DON'T SMOKE CIGARETIES NO:.I, DID YOU EVER REGULARLY SKlKf CIGARETTE;?
No (0)
O Yes (1)

{43) _ _ __

••••••••••••• IF YES, WHEN DID YOU QUIT SMOKING?

(44) _ _ __

IF YOU SKlKE CIGARETIES NO\~, OR IF YOU EVER REGULARLY Sl«lKED CIGARETTES:
HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU SMOKED (OR DID YOU SP«lKE)?
APPAOX[HATELY HOW MANY CIGARETIES PER DAY 00 (DID) 'IOU SKlKE?

0

0

45 )

----

(46) _ _ __

10.

DO YOU REGULARLY SP«lKE CIGARS OR A PIPE?

11.

00 YOU DRillK ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES:

12.

WHEll YOU DRINK, HOW MANY OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU USUALLY DRINK DURING A DAY?
Glines of 111ine, and/or _ _Bottles (gl1ssts) of beer, and/or _ _Drinks
-of liquor (49) _ _ __

13.

COK>AREll TO LAST YEAR ARE YOU NOW DRINKING:

No (D)

BNever (0)
S.ldo• (1)

Yes (1)

aoccas1ona11y (2)
Frequently (3)

oo.ny (4l

B

More (1 l

About the

Leu (2)
s-0 amunt
(3)

1 ~ . DURING THE LAST YEAR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN WORRIED OR CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR DRINK·
ING?

D

No (0)

0

Yes (1)

PLEASE COlf'LETE THE QUESTIONS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS FOAl4
Fo,. 0-1, Revised 1/75

(47), _ _ __

(4e\_ _ __

(SOI _ _ __
(51) _ _ __

96

APPENDIX A
(cont'd)

15.

16.

mu

HOW HANIN THE PAST TliREE YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN HOSPITALIZto?
(hclude thh tl11e)

(52) _ _ _

(MAI. [)
8EfOR£ TH IS ILLNESS WERE YOU: (Check one)
QE1111loyed or self 111ployed (I)
8Studt!nt (4)
Retired (Z)
Housewife (6)
!Mlaployed (l)
QOther (specify) _ _ _ _ ___,~) (5l)
If EMPLOYED, WHAT COHPANY 00 YOU WORK FOR? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8

WHAT IS THE SPECIFIC JOB?
~-~----------(~4-56)
(If r1tlr1d, pluse stateToiTner occup•t1011}

17.

IS YOUR SPOUS[: (Check one)
Eqiloytd or self-~loyed (I)
§Student (4)
(H"-"LE)
Retired (2)
Housewifl (6)
Unemploy1d (l)
Other (spec1fy) _ _ _ _ _ _ (5) (57) _ _ _ _
IF Elf'LOYCO, WHAT COlf'AHY? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

§

( 58-60)

lttAT IS THE SPECIFIC JOB?
(It retired, please stateTOriner oc~upatlon}.
18.

GENERALLY, HOW WOULD YOU COMPARE YOUR HEALTH WITH THAT OF OrHER PEOPLE
YOUR AGE BEFORE 8EING HOSPITALIZED: D EJlcellent (1)
0 Fair (3)
or.ood (Z)
D Poor (~)
1$. GE~tMi.LY, h0w 00 'OU THIN• YOUR ni:ALTH Will BE ··nth Yuu i<i!E RHt~tV
FROM THE HOSPITAL:
D Excellent (1)
D Ftir (l!
D Good (2)
D Poor (4
20. llllEN YOU LEAVL THE HOSPITAL, WILL YOU HAVE SOHE011E TO HELP YOU:.
CJO.y tnd Night (l)
oOnly for muls and/or occuion1l chores (4)
D Night onll' (2)
D P•rt of the day and • ni9ht (5)
0 Day only Cl)
0 NO HELP WILL BE ABAIL.:.illf (0)
21. WHEN YOU LEAVE THE HOSPITAL, 00 YOU PLAN TO GO TO:
O A convalescent or nursing home (1
D Your own res1d1nc1 (l)
DA llllM of a friend or rel1t1ve (Z
QOt.ller (specify) _ _ _ __

,.,,_=]
(_62)__J

(63) _ _ _~

j

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (4) (b4) _ _

0

Protestant (1)
0 Jewish (l)
n C.thol lc (2)
D Noni (0)
0111rR (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

U.

WHAT IS YOUR R£ll610US PREFERENCE:

Zl.

HAVE YOU GRADUATED FROM HI CiH SCHOOL?
Yes
0 No
NAVE YOU GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE?.....
Yes
0 No
HQI MANY TOTAL YEARS OF SCHOOL HAVE YOU COMPLETED? (Count grade school,
high achool and college)

·

Z4.

HAS YOUR SPOUSE GRAOUATEO FRu:-t ttlGH SCHOOL 1 . D Yes D No
HAS YOUR SPOUSE GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE?..... 0 Yes 0 No
HOW MANY TOT AL YEARS OF SCHOOL HAS YOUR SPOUSE COHPUTEO? (Count gr.ide

achoo!,
25.

8

high school and college)

·

llHAT IS YOUR TOTAL FAMILY INCOME: (Family Income ts the tnc0tne of the
llHd of the fddllly plus the Income of 111 rehtivu tn the household.)

CJ Under $2,500

D $2,500-4,999

!01!
02

CJ SS,000-7,499 Ol

QSl0,000-12,4991051

D 512,500-14,999

06

D 515,000-19,999 09

(""'1.E)

(66-67)
(FHW.El
(68-69) _ __

(70)

0

(11)

oSZS,000-29,999
D SlO,ooo-34,999 (12)
D US,000-39,999 (Ill
D $40,000 •over (14)

D $7,500-9,999 (04
D $20,000-24,999 10)
Tllta Income lnfonNtton is u5ed for st1tlstic1l purposes only.
26,

(65) _ _ _-i

lllO COll'LETED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE:
Patient (1)
D Ra ht Ive (spectfy),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(2)
O Non-re ht he (specify)
(3)

D

THAHK YOU FOR ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE VERY USEFUL TO
YOUll PHYSICIAN, THE HOSPITAL AHO TO THE HEALTH PLAN.

(71-72)

(73) _ _ _-i

APPENDIX B
PATIENT PERSONAL HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE
DISCHARGE SUPf'IARY
(KEY PUNCH:

SKIP ALL COLUMNS THAT ARE BLANK
EXCEPT STAMP NUMBERS)

CARO CODE _Qf_ STAMP NO. _ __
(l-2)
(3-8)
RACE: (lS)

-1-Whlte -3-0rlental
-2-Negro -4-lndlan

CL.

-5-0ther(specify)

RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE:(16)
-I-Protestant -0-None
-2-Cathol1c
_Other(speclfy) _ _ _ _ __
-Blank-No answer
-3-Jewlsh
ADMISSION DATE: ( 17-2Zl--.....-....,.....--n:--.--.~......
(MOnth} (Day) (Year)
DAY OF WEEK:(23) S H .T W Th F S
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

TIME OF ADMISSION:(24)
-1- 9:00am - 4:59pm, Mon. through Sat. ·
-2- 5:00pm - 11:59pm, Hon. through Sat.
-3- M1dn1ght - 8:59am, Mon. through Sat.
-4- 9:00am - 11:59pm, Sun. I Holidays
-5· M1dn1gh\ - 8:59am, Sun. I Holidays
DISCHARGE DATE:(25-JO)_.,.-..,......._ _ . _ - . _
(MOnth} (Day) {Year}
DAY OF WEEK:(Jl) S H T W Th F S
7

l

2

l

4

s

6

TIME OF DlSCHARGE:(JZ)
-1- 9:00am - 4:59pm, Mon. through Sat.
-z- S:OOpm - 11:59pm, Mon. through Sat.
-3- Midnight - 8:59am, Mon. through Sat.
-4- 9:00am - 11:59pm, Sun. I Holidays
-5- Midnight - 8:59am, Sun. &Holidays
TOTAL LENGTH OF STAY:(ll-35) _ _ _ __
SERVI CE (DISCHARGE): ( 36· 37)
13 Dennatology
06 Peds
00 Newborn
14 Mental Health
07 Surg
01 Int Med
15 Neurosurgery
08 Urology
02 OB
16 Physiatry
09 E N T
03 Gyn
17 Oral Surg - Dental
11 Fam Pract
04 Ophthal
12 Al 1ergy
OS Ortho
PHYSICIAH'S Nl.MBER (DISCHARGE):

(38-40) _ _ __

CONSULTATIONS:
(41) Family Practice
(42)-Med1c1ne
(48) Urology
(43)-0b-Gyn
(49)-E N T
(44)===0phthalmology (SO)::::::Mental Health Personnel
(45) Orthoped1cs
(M.D. 's I Others)
(46)=:=Ped11trlcs
(Sl)_Neurology/Neurosurgery
(47)_Surgery
(SZ)_Other (M.O. 's only)
ADMITTING DIAGNOSES:

PRIMARY(Sl-56)______

DISCHARGE DIAGNOSES: PRIMARY

t6S-6al

{69-n)

CARD CODE 03(1-2)

(9-, 2)

!73-76!

(77-ao>

STAMP N0.(3-3)

(13-16)

(21-24)

---in:m

(17-20)

(2s-28)

SURGICAL PROCEDURES: PRIMARY

-m-~-

(32-34)

(35-37)

( 38-40)

(41-43)

(44-46)

147-491,""

LAB TESTS:
(50-SZ)~Urine Tests
( 53-55 )__Hema to 1ogy
(56-SS) __Chemi stry and Sero logy
(59-60 )__Transfusions
(61-62)_.___eacteriology
(63·64) __Cross Match 1nd Typ1ng
( 65-66) __Co19u1at1 on
(67) __Cerv1c1l/V19inal P~p Sniear
( 68-69) __H1sce11 aneous
(70-71 )__Pathology

X-RAYS:

CHEST(72) __

OTHER(7J-74)~

EICG'S:(75-76)~

DISCHARGE STATUS:(77) -1-Allve -2-Explred
Alive: -3-CCU -5-ICU -7-CCU l ICU
Expired: -4-CCU -6-ICU -8-CCU & ICU
AUTOPSY:(78) -1- Alive when discharged
·2· Exptred-·NO autopsy
·l· Expired--AUTOPSY
HOSPITAL HffECT10N:(79) -0-No -1-Yes
STATUS OF PERSONAL HISTORY QUEST:(BO)
-1- Completed
-z- Patient expired before completion
-3- Pet1ent un1ble to complete
-4· Ref used
-5- Previous admission (P.A.)
·6- Hot completed--mtsc. reasons

,..-----,.--,.--.---,~-r-.-..,.....,-s-Ec_o_N_oA_R_l_(s_1_-_60_>::::::::::~_,____ _:a;::..7:_~a;::..;e:_;:~~~~~~~~mp 1e te~~t_:l _ __
orm 0- ,

ev

se

/7~

APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE STUDY POPULATION AND THOSE OF
PORTLAND, OREGON, PER
1970 SMSA
Household

Density

Less than 1.01
1. 01 to 1. 50
1. 51 or more
Totals
Total N

Age
20 to 34
35 to 59
60 or more
Total
Total N

Portland, Oregon

Study Population

95.6%
3.5
0.9

97.9%
1.9
0.2

100.0%

100.0%

341,505

Portland, Oregon

6327

Study Population

32.3%
43. 8
23.9

21.2%
38.6
40.2

100.0%

100.0%

642,741

6327

